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200 Invocations for Challenging Times

Sonia Choquette
_____________________________________________________________________

In this gift-sized book, Sonia Choquette shares uplifting prayers
and heartfelt invocations to help you stay connected to your
intuitive spirit so that you may receive support from your ever-
present, loving Divine Creator and all your unseen spiritual
helpers who are here to guide you through difficult times.

Presented in the format of a prayer per page, each beautifully
written, intimate prayer is straight to the point and speaks to the
messiness and hard work of transformation. They will give you
the strength and good humor to keep flowing with life and enable
you to face whatever the universe may put in your path with
courage, confidence, and creativity. They will also guide you to
the support you need to forgive your hurts, resentments, and
injuries, allowing you to be more fully available to the beautiful,
new life unfolding before you. Whether read in one sitting, or
used again and again, this is a book that will bring a deep sense
of peace and renewed optimism.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Sonia Choquette, a world-renowned intuitive guide and spiritual
teacher, is the author of 19 international best-selling books,
including the New York Times bestseller The Answer Is
Simple . . . ; as well as numerous audio programs and card
decks. Sonia was educated at the University of Denver and the
Sorbonne in Paris, and holds a Ph.D. in metaphysics from the
American Institute of Holistic Theology.

Uplifting Prayers to Light Your
Way
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A Pilgrimage from Humbled to Healed

Sonia Choquette
_____________________________________________________________________

Life was falling apart. Within the space of three years, Sonia
Choquette had suffered the unexpected death of two close family
members, seen her marriage implode, and been let down by
trusted colleagues. And sympathy was not forthcoming. "You're a
world-renowned spiritual teacher and intuitive guide," people
jeered. "How could you not have seen this coming?" Having
intuitive abilities didn't make her superhuman, however. Nor did
it exempt her from being wounded or suffering the pain of loss
and the consequences of our all-too-human traits such as anger,
resentment, and pride-traits that can lead even the best of us to
stray from our spiritual path.

In order to regain her spiritual footing, Sonia turned to the age-
old practice of pilgrimage and set out to walk the legendary
Camino de Santiago, an 820-kilometer trek over the Pyrenees
and across northern Spain. Day after day she pushed through
hunger, exhaustion, and pain to reach her destination. Eventually,
mortification of the flesh gave way to spiritual renewal, and she
rediscovered the gifts of humility and forgiveness that she needed
to repair her world.

In this riveting book, Sonia shares the intimate details of her
grueling experience, as well as the unexpected moments of grace,
humor, beauty, and companionship that supported her through
her darkest hours. While her journey is unique, the lessons she
learned-about honoring your relationships with others as well as
with your own higher self, and forgiving all else-are universal.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Sonia Choquette, a world-renowned intuitive guide and spiritual 
teacher, is the author of 19 international best-selling books, 
including the New York Times bestseller The Answer Is 
Simple . . . ; as well as numerous audio programs and card 
decks. Sonia was educated at the University of Denver and the 
Sorbonne in Paris, and holds a Ph.D. in metaphysics from the 
American Institute of Holistic Theology.

Walking Home
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

- Solo e-mail to Doreen list of 75K
- Solo e-mail to previous buyers of her products, events,
etc., with retailer "buy" links
- Inclusion in Heal Your Life newsletter (22K) and Present
Moments newsletter
- Spot ads on Doreen's Hay House Radio show and 2-minute
"Inspirational Moments" radio ads
- Social media posts on author Facebook page, HH page,
Heal Your Life page

How to Break Free of Negativity and Drama

Doreen Virtue
_____________________________________________________________________

Difficult relationships and challenging situations all come down to
one thing: drama. In this groundbreaking book, Doreen Virtue
guides you through the process of determining what your Drama
Quotient is. You will learn how much you are unnecessarily
tolerating and absorbing from other people and situations. Doreen
highlights the difference between detaching from drama and
being compassionate and helpful, and she shows you how to:

- Deal with relatives, friends, and co-workers who are addicted to
drama
- Assess your own level of drama addiction
- Stop attracting and creating negativity in your life

Go on an overall Drama Detox to clear away negativity, and let
your light shine through!

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Doreen Virtue is a best-selling author and doctor of psychology
who works with the angelic realm. She has appeared on Oprah,
The View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other programs; she
presents workshops around the world; and she has a call-in talk
show on HayHouseRadio.com®.

Don't Let Anything Dull Your
Sparkle
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

Email blasts to Dr. Dispenza's extensive email list
Social Media - Twitter / Facebook
Hay House affiliate program to help ongoing marketing
efforts
Life speaking engagements nationally and internationally

Making Your Mind Matter

Joe Dispenza
_____________________________________________________________________

Is it possible to heal by thought alone-without drugs or surgery?
The truth is that it happens more often than you might expect. In
You Are the Placebo, Dr. Joe Dispenza shares numerous
documented cases of those who reversed cancer, heart disease,
depression, crippling arthritis, and even the tremors of
Parkinson's disease by believing in a placebo. Similarly, Dr. Joe
tells of how others have gotten sick and even died the victims of
a hex or voodoo curse-or after being misdiagnosed with a fatal
illness. Belief can be so strong that pharmaceutical companies use
double- and triple-blind randomized studies to try to exclude the
power of the mind over the body when evaluating new drugs.

Dr. Joe does more than simply explore the history and the
physiology of the placebo effect. He asks the question: "Is it
possible to teach the principles of the placebo, and without
relying on any external substance, produce the same internal
changes in a person's health and ultimately in his or her life?"
Then he shares scientific evidence (including color brain scans) of
amazing healings from his workshops, in which participants learn
his model of personal transformation, based on practical
applications of the so-called placebo effect. The book ends with a
"how-to" meditation for changing beliefs and perceptions that
hold us back-the first step in healing.

You Are the Placebo combines the latest research in neuroscience,
biology, psychology, hypnosis, behavioral conditioning, and
quantum physics to demystify the workings of the placebo
effect . . . and show how the seemingly impossible can become
possible.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Joe Dispenza, D.C., author of Breaking the Habit of Being 
Yourself and Evolve Your Brain, has a passion for teaching others 
how to use the latest discoveries from neuroscience and quantum 
physics to reprogram their brains, heal illness, and lead more 
fulfilled lives. One of the experts featured in the film What the 
BLEEP Do We Know!?, Dr. Joe teaches workshops and lectures all 
over the world. He's also designed a corporate program that 
brings his model of transformation to businesses.
     Dr. Joe is a faculty member at the International Quantum 
University for Integrative Medicine in Honolulu and an invited 
chair of the research committee at Life University in Atlanta, 
where he earned his doctor of chiropractic degree. His 
postgraduate training covered neurology, neuroscience, brain 
function and chemistry, cellular biology, memory formation, and 
aging and longevity. He runs an integrated health and 
chiropractic clinic near Olympia, Washington. 

Website: www.drjoedispenza.com

You Are the Placebo
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

- Facebook: 14,550
- Twitter: 12.8K
- Mike has a weekly relationship talk show that is getting
picked up to air on E!, in spring 2015.
- Mike is working on a PBS test shoot for The Brain Fog Fix.
- Mike co-hosts a weekly podcast with Brody Jenner to
discuss relationship issues with celebrity guests.
- Mike is rebuilding his website.

Reclaim Your Focus, Memory, and Joy in Just 3
Weeks

Mike Dow
_____________________________________________________________________

A new epidemic is sweeping the country. Some people call it
"ADHD," "scatter brain," or "brain fog." And some people simply
say they "just don't feel like themselves"-and haven't for a long
time.

People are thinking and feeling worse than ever. Why?
Because our brains are not getting the support they need to
produce the essential brain chemicals that keep us energized,
calm, focused, and inspired. In fact, if you look at the way that
most of us live, it's almost as though we had chosen a lifestyle
deliberately intended to undermine our brain chemistry.

Fortunately, there is a solution. The Brain Fog Fix is a three-
week program designed to help you naturally restore three of
your brain's most crucial chemicals: serotonin, dopamine, and
cortisol. Rebalancing these three brain chemicals will, in turn,
enable the rest of your brain's chemistry to reach optimal levels.
You will find yourself thinking more clearly, remembering more
accurately, learning more quickly, and unleashing the floodgates
of your creativity. You will also find yourself feeling more
optimistic, calm, energized, connected, and inspired.

The good news is that this is easier than you think. Instead of
trying to ambitiously overhaul one aspect of your life entirely with
some difficult-to-maintain resolution, begin by making small and
achievable changes in many different areas of your life.

"If I've learned one thing from the thousands of people I've

treated, it's that you have to take the whole person into account

if you want to think and feel better." -Dr. Mike Dow

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Dr. Mike is an author, psychotherapist, and the host of shows on 
E!, TLC, VH1, Investigation Discovery, and Logo. He makes 
regular appearances on Dr. Oz, Dr. Drew On Call, The Talk, 
Wendy Williams, Rachael Ray, Nightline, Good Morning America, 
The Doctors, The Talk, and Today. He resides in Los Angeles 
where he is in private practice.

The Brain Fog Fix
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

- This series has just launched in January 2015. As more
and more titles are released, there will be a big campaign
rolled out to the mailing lists and social profiles of all
authors involved, which means it will be promoted across
numerous email databases and social media accounts.
- Specially commissioned free, practical introductory videos
to promote each title and the series as a whole are being
developed.
- Big push-out on social media featuring Q and A sessions
with authors, shareable infographics, and video content.
- A series of affordable online courses is also being
developed by Hay House to complement the books.

Heal Your Body and Your Life with the Power of
Universal Energy

Torsten A. Lange
_____________________________________________________________________

Discover the key benefits, major techniques, and spiritual essence
of the system of Reiki.

This book explores:

- the history of Reiki, including new information not currently
found in any other book
- the original techniques and ways to bring them to life for
everyday use
- real-life stories that demonstrate the deep healing this system
offers
- 'The Reiki Principles' and how you can embrace them in your life
- the symbols of Reiki and how to work with them

…and much more!

Hay House Basics is a new series that features world-class
experts sharing their knowledge on the topics that matter most
for improving your life.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Torsten A. Lange is the founder and principal teacher of the Reiki 
Academy London. Torsten is a Reiki Master/ Teacher of the 
Western Lineage of Reiki, as well as a Shinpiden (Reiki Master) of 
the Japanese Lineage. He trained with renowned Reiki Masters 
Penelope Quest and Frans Stiene, as well as various other Reiki 
Masters and spiritual teachers. Torsten endeavors to bring Reiki 
to life for his students in a way that is practical and accessible, as 
well as introducing them to the beautiful philosophy behindthis 
system and the deep healing it offers. 

Website: www.reikiacademylondon. com

Reiki
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

- Tanya works with a number of affiliates in the health and
wellness space and will be agreeing promotions with other
leading health coaches and food bloggers.
- Push out to Tanya's email list of 10,000, her 50,000 +
Facebook followers.

The Essential Guide to a Raw Food Lifestyle

Tanya Maher
_____________________________________________________________________

The Uncook Book by Tanya Maher is the perfect book for anyone
who wants to celebrate life through food. Raw food really gives
you that opportunity because it gives you so much energy and
clarity - but this book is as much about pleasure and enjoying life
as it is about health. Offering easy-to-follow, accessible recipes
with a modern edge, Tanya draws on her years of experience as a
raw food nutritionist and guides you through brilliant basics, fun
family favorites and elegant entertaining with living foods.

As more and more people begin to appreciate the huge health
benefits that a raw food lifestyle offers, Tanya makes it easy to
either greatly increase your intake of raw foods or embrace this
way of eating for breakfast, lunch and dinner if it feels right for
you - while still enjoying a busy social calendar! With beautiful
photography, easy-to-source, familiar ingredients, and pull-out
information on the benefits they offer your body, these recipes
are so tasty that you will want to make them again and again.
And if you think you're going to be deprived of anything at all,
there's even a section on delicious superfood cocktails!

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Tanya Maher is a leading health coach and blogger with a 
dedicated following, specializing in irresistible raw food recipes. 
Having intuitively turned to raw food to heal from horrific injuries 
she sustained in a near fatal car crash as a teen, Tanya went on 
to train at the Institute of Integrative Nutrition to offer her clients 
in-depth health advice alongside practical knowledge on how to 
create delicious living food. Tanya is now the proud co-owner of 
her very own group of raw food cafés in London, Tanya's Café, 
serving 100% raw, organic food and delicious superfood cocktails. 

Website: www.betterraw.com

The Uncook Book
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

Intended audience:
Both men and women; anyone who needs more energy.
Majority between 40 and 65 years old, although author has
had many clients in their 20s as well as high-performance
athletes and business people who want to maximize their
performance and productivity. Interests may include
pursuing an active lifestyle, having the energy to play with
kids and grandkids, travel.
Mailing lists: Author estimates a total reach of at least 5
million people through own lists, affiliates, and strategic
partners.
PR Agencies: Dunn Pellier – contact Nicole Dunn at
nickyodunn@gmail.com
Media Experience: Yuri has been a regular guest on several
TV shows around Canada including CityTV's Breakfast
Television, A-Channel Morning, and Perfect Fit.
His iPod fitness programs and his book have also been
featured on these shows as well as Global TV news, eTalk
Daily, and City TV News, along with magazines including
Elle and Maximum Fitness. Please see http://www.
yurielkaim.com/media/

Double Your Energy in 7 Days

Yuri Elkaim
_____________________________________________________________________

WithThe All-Day Energy Dietyou will reclaim your health and
vitality, feel alive and youthful again, and accomplish all of your
fitness goals. Follow it to the letter, or choose your favorite
energy pick-me-ups-either way, you'll look and feel great in just
seven days' time. Yuri knows, because he has experienced it in
his own life and seen it happen with thousands of clients. It
doesn't matter whether you're the unhealthiest, most lethargic
person in the world or a super-healthy fitnessbuff. If you're a
human from planet Earth, this can work for you, too.

At last, you can say good-bye to those sluggish mornings
and dragging, dreary workdays. No longer will you be sidelined,
lying on the couch at night in utter fatigue. Finally, you can get
the knowledge and tools you need to make things better and
enjoy the health and body you deserve.

Inside, you will discover:

- 7 energy commandments you'll likely never find in a medical
book
- 3 everyday foods in your kitchen that are robbing you of your
energy
- The super-simple 30-second at-home eye exam that reveals
your "stress score"
- The #1 reason most people feel sick, are overweight, and walk
around like zombies . . . and how to fix it
- The 9-question test that unveils whether or not you're even
digesting your food
- The most important food group to be eating for more energy
and enviable health (hint: it's probably not what you think)
- The biggest mistake people make when juicing, why it makes
you fat, and how to do it right
- The energy reset that will bring you back to life in less than a
week
- 9 simple ways to ease stress
You deserve to look and feel amazing . . . Step insideThe All-Day
Energy Diet to get started!

_____________________________________________________________________

The All-Day Energy Diet

Author Bio

Yuri Elkaim is a registered holistic nutritionist and renowned 
fitness expert. For more than 13 years, his honest and inspiring 
messages have helped more than 500,000 people worldwide 
enjoy more energy, lose weight, get in great shape, eat healthier, 
and have a much better understanding of their health. A former 
pro soccer player who later acted as the strength and 
conditioning and nutrition coach for seven seasons at the 
University of Toronto, Yuri is now on a mission to transform the 
lives of more than 10 million people by 2018 and would love for 
you to be one of them.
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

Documentary: There will be a documentary also titled the 
Abundance Code to coincide with the book release. A clip 
and short description is available at www. 
theabundancecode.com.au. It will be released using a free 
online screening model similar to that used for the film 
Hungry for Change; Michael Maidens, who designed the 
Hungry for Change launch, will be heading up the film's 
launch strategy. Julie's secured www.theabundancecode. 
com and will be hosting the international online film release 
on that domain.
Her team will be engaging with the interviewees in the film 
to promote this international online screening to the world 
via their lists, specifically targeted interviewees who are not 
only topic experts, but have large, engaged online 
communities that they can promote to.
Personal Brand: Julie is currently developing her personal 
brand, to be hosted at www.julieanncairns.com and through 
various social media platforms. She's hired a team to help 
her develop online assets, to begin posting blog articles, 
videos, downloads, and social media posts to build a topic-
specific following to support the book and doc release. 
Mailing lists
- Julie's list of approx. 6,000 paid clients (who have all 
bought products from her worth $4k+) and her list of 
approx. 30,000 leads & free monthly newsletter subscribers 

How to Bust the 7 Money Myths for a Rich Life
Now

Julie Ann Cairns
_____________________________________________________________________

The Abundance Code is about how you can-and must!-rewrite
your subconscious programming so you can access the rich life of
abundance that you deserve. Everyone has beliefs about money,
success, and wealth-but the truth is that our beliefs have been
"miscoded," through no fault of our own, and are actually
preventing us from accessing true abundance. When this
happens, no matter how hard we try to achieve success, we end
up frustrated. I call these miscoded beliefs "The 7 Money Myths" :
They're an extremely common set of subconscious barriers that
have been put between you and your attainment of abundant
wealth, freedom, and choice. This book will help you ensure your
subconscious "code" is in alignment with your conscious goals for
financial freedom so you can finally access the life of your
dreams. If you've tried to attain financial freedom but are still
frustrated, then this is the help you've been looking for. *The
book includes many case studies.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Julie Ann Cairns  began her career as an economist and has been 
working in the finance and wealth-creation industry for over 25 
years. She is co-owner and managing director of Trading Pursuits 
Group, a financial markets education company established in 
2001, and has built her personal wealth through investing in the 
stock market, real estate, and entrepreneurial business 
ventures. Julie Ann believes in inspiring others to transform 
themselves and their lives through practical financial wisdom 
supported by an abundant mind-set so that they can achieve 
personal and financial freedom. 

Website: www.julieanncairns.com

The Abundance Code
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

- Twitter
- @lodrorinzler: 12.6K
- @megganwatterson: 3,281
- Facebook
- Meggan Watterson: 4,470
- Lodro Rinzler: 4,326
- Meggan hosts her annual Reveal conference which has a
committed following.
- Lodro's column, What Would Sid Do', appears regularly in
the Huffington Post.
- Both authors will solicit endorsements from their friends
and colleagues.
- Meggan and Lodro will be speaking at events, including
Kripalu Reveal and the ICDI events in Denver, London, and
Orlando.
- They are planning a giant launch party at ABC Carpet &
Home.

Spiritual Advice for Modern Relationships

Meggan Watterson and Rinzler Lodro
_____________________________________________________________________

How to Love Yourself (and Sometimes Other People) is a smart,
hip guide for spiritual seekers who want to experience more love
and stability in relationships of all forms. Told from the unique
vantage points of authors Meggan Watterson and Lodro Rinzler,
this book explores staying anchored in the foundation of self-love
as you navigate the natural (and often stormy) cycle of a
relationship. Their dual perspectives as teachers and scholars of
Christian mysticism and Buddhism respectively make for a rich
and fascinating dialogue that coverseverything from sex, self-
worth, falling in (and out of) love, deep friendships, and all the
way to conscious uncoupling-and how to maintain an open heart
through it all.

At its core, this book is about learning to love yourself no matter
what. Meggan and Lodro suggest that you are worthy of love,
both self-love and the love of others. They aren't experts on how
to get that man or lady to fall in love with you, nor are they
experts on how to have "the perfect relationship." But they are
spiritual teachers who know that relationships have a life of their
own, and can speak to the human element of what it means to
experience them fully. In the process, they share deeply personal,
revealing, honest anecdotes and spiritual practices to assist you
with the inevitable ebbs and flow of love in all its manifestations.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Lodro Rinzler is a teacher in the Shambhala Buddhist lineage and 
the author of the best-selling book The Buddha Walks into a Bar. 
Over the last decade he has taught numerous workshops at 
meditation centers and college campuses throughout North 
America. Lodro's writing has appeared in Tricycle, Shambhala 
Sun, Bloomberg Businessweek, Entrepreneur, Real Simple, the 
Huffington Post, and the Good Men Project. He is the founder of 
the Institute for Compassionate Leadership and lives in Brooklyn. 

Website: www.lodrorinzler.com

Meggan Watterson is a spiritual mentor, speaker, and scholar of 
the Divine Feminine who inspires women to live from the 
audacity and authenticity of the voice of their soul. She received 
a Masters of Theological Studies from Harvard Divinity School 
and a Masters of Divinity from Union Theological Seminary. She 
lives in New York City with her son. 

Website: www.megganwatterson.com

How to Love Yourself (and
Sometimes Other People)
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

Intended audience: anyone who wants to learn more about
their astrological signs and how to incorporate this
knowledge with the angels.
Marketing Ideas:
- Solo e-mail to Doreen list of 75K
- Solo e-mail to previous buyers of her products, events,
etc., with retailer "buy" links
- Inclusion in Heal Your Life newsletter (22K) and Present
Moments newsletter
- Spot ads on Doreen's Hay House Radio show and 2-minute
"Inspirational Moments" radio ads
- Social media posts on author Facebook page, HH page,
Heal Your Life page

Discover the Angels Connected with Your Birth
Chart

Doreen Virtue and Yasmin Boland
_____________________________________________________________________

Learn about the archangels who work with your birth chart in
Doreen Virtue's Angel Astrology 101. Co-authored by the widely
published astrologist and Angel Therapist Yasmin Boland, this is
the first book to combine angelology and astrology. The 12
beautifully illustrated and easy-to-understand chapters describe
the personality characteristics of each of the sun, moon, and
rising signs, as well as which archangels to call upon in
association with them.

Angel Astrology 101 is perfect for anyone who is new to these
subjects-but it also offers plenty of fresh insights and material for
those who have long worked with either astrology or the angels.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Doreen Virtue is a best-selling author and doctor of psychology
who works with the angelic realm. She has appeared on Oprah,
The View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other programs; she
presents workshops around the world; and she has a call-in talk
show on HayHouseRadio.com®.

Angel Astrology 101
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

Marketing Ideas:
TV/radio: Author has her own TV show in Canada: Messages
from Spirit with Colette Baron-Reid (coming soon to the
USA); past appearances on Dr. Phil show twice, Ricki Lake
show, the Today show, lots of local TV; hosted HH Radio
show, then CBS radio, now back to HH Radio.
Exploring possibility of offering an online course based on
this deck.
E-mail list: 62,000 (tight list, culled every 2 months to get
rid of anyone who has not opened e-mail twice in a row)
Facebook: 66,000 followers, with an average of 500 new
likes a week
Twitter: 21,000 followers

Ask and Know

Colette Baron-Reid
_____________________________________________________________________

Colette Baron-Reid has expertly blended elements of the I-Ching,
Norse runes, traditional tarot, and other ancient divination tools
into a sacred communication system: Wisdom of the Oracle. This
52-card deck and companion guidebook will allow you to interpret
messages about all aspects of your journey, with over 250
independent meanings that can speak to an unlimited number of
circumstances. Imagery of animals, the elements of nature, and
other potent symbols will touch you deeply so that a soulful
dialogue about your life can take place.

The Wisdom of the Oracle Divination Cards are waiting for you to
consult them so you may receive answers and know the way
forward to peace, purpose, prosperity, and love . . .

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Colette Baron-Reid is the author of Remembering the Future, 
Messages from Spirit, and The Map, published in 27 languages, as 
well as The Wisdom of Avalon, Wisdom of the Hidden Realms, and 
The Enchanted Map oracle card decks. She's an internationally 
acclaimed intuition expert and psychic medium, known 
affectionately by her clients as "The Oracle"; a keynote speaker; 
and an artist, entrepreneur, and visionary. Originally from 
Toronto, Colette lives in Connecticut with her husband and two 
Pomeranians. 

Website: www.colettebaronreid.com

Wisdom of the Oracle
Divination Cards
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

- Reach-out to Kyle's email list of over 8,000.
- Promotion to Kyle's almost 15,000 Facebook followers and
via Twitter to his 4,500
followers.

Incredible Stories of Hope and Love from the
Angels

Kyle Gray
_____________________________________________________________________

From the age of four, Angel Whisperer Kyle Gray has been
blessed by the presence of angels. They stood alongside him as
he developed his talents to become the UK's youngest
professional psychic medium at the age of sixteen. In this book,
Kyle takes the reader on an emotional and uplifting journey into
the world of angels. He reveals his own beautiful and inspiring
story of learning to communicate with the other side, which
started when his beloved grandmother passed over. This
communication was to become his vocation and purpose, and
Kyle is now known for the startling accuracy of his readings.

Drawing on his years of experience helping people to share the
wisdom and messages of the angels,Angels Whisper in My Ear

teaches you ways in which you too can make your own
connections, change your ways of thinking and finally achieve
everything you have ever dreamed of. An intensely personal and
moving book, it offers comfort, wisdom and practical advice that
will help transform your life.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Kyle Gray  is an angel expert with a remarkable spiritual 
connection and is one of  the most sought-after experts in his 
field. Kyle's talks in the UK and  around Europe sell out within 
days, and his private sessions have a  two-year waiting list. 

Website: www. kylegray.co.uk

Angels Whisper in My Ear
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Promotion

Intended audience: People in their 40's and above. Most 
tend to be "New Age" people, interested in higher 
consciousness. In workshops, attendees are about 60%
women, into yoga, mysticism, meditation, sound and 
Kabbalah.
Mailing lists:
- E-mail: approximately 50,000
- Facebook: 25,000 followers
Blogs: Blog: www.healingsounds.com; website devoted to 
the Divine Name: www.thedivinename.org
Speaking Engagements:
- The Divine Name, April 4, 2015, Boulder, Colorado
- Chakra Frequencies & The Divine Name, Yogaville, Virginia 
- Healing Sounds Intensive, July 25 – Aug. 2, 2015, Sunrise 
Ranch, Colorado
- Chakra Frequencies & The Divine Name, Royal College of 
Music, London
PR Agencies: Jill Mangino, Joan Vann
Media Experience:
Monthly Healing Sounds Show on www.healthylife.net 
Jonathan Goldman is an experienced radio personality, 
having worked professionally as one of the top disc jockeys 
on the #1 radio station in central Florida. 

Invoke the Sacred Sound That Can Heal and
Transform

Jonathan Goldman
_____________________________________________________________________

What if there was a technique for sounding the personal

name of God that could change the world?

This revised-edition book-featuring three all-new chapters on
Jonathan Goldman 's recent discoveries  regarding the Divine
Name, including information on the Angel of Sound-is a step-by-
step process of vibratory activation that will allow you to
experience the power, majesty, and healing of this extraordinary
sound. Also included are audio downloads of instructional material
and a sacred sound invocation that will help you learn to intone
and more powerfully experience the Divine Name yourself,
enabling you to revel in its astounding transformational
properties.

In this groundbreaking and award-winning work, Jonathan shares
his incredible discovery of the Divine Name, a universal sound
that, when intoned, can bring harmony and healing to ourselves
and the planet. This sound, encoded within our DNA, is said to be
the personal name of God, once found in the religious texts that
link over half the world's population. Prohibited and then lost for
nearly 2,500 years, the Divine Name is available once again.
When vocalized, it is a sound that has the ability to resonate both
the physical body and subtle energy fields of anyone who intones
it-irrespective of religion, tradition, or belief. It has the power to
usher in a new era of human consciousness, uniting us in healing,
peace, and oneness.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Jonathan Goldman is an international authority on sound healing 
and a pioneer in the field of harmonics. He is the author of The 7 
Secrets of Sound Healing, Healing Sounds, Shifting Frequencies, 
and Chakra Frequencies, winner of the 2006 Visionary Award for 
Best Alternative Health Book. Jonathan presents Healing Sounds 
Seminars throughout the world and is director of the Sound 
Healers Association and president of Spirit Music, Inc., in 
Boulder, Colorado. A Grammy nominee, Jonathan has created 
numerous best-selling, award-winning recordings and is a 
lecturing member of the International Society for Music 
Medicine. 

Website: www.healingsounds.com

The Divine Name
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Promotion

- Julia will market the book to her email list of 7,000 people
from 65 different countries around the world.
- Push-out to Julia's 4,000 Facebook fans and 1,500 Twitter
followers.
- Julia is in the process of setting up a series of workshops
and retreats in the US to promote the book. She has
contacts with teachers at major centers, including the New
York Open Center, The Omega Institute, The Mandala
Center, Kripalu, Esalen and more.
- The IACCW's venture partnerships include Linda Joy, the
publisher of Aspire magazine, with an audience of over
42,000. Julia is an expert on Linda's Visionary Author blog
and will be asking her to push out for her on the book's
release.

How to Write from Your Heart with the Voice of
Your Soul

Julia McCutchen
_____________________________________________________________________

Conscious Writingis an original approach to deep creative writing
which guides you to realise your true nature, create what you are
here to create and write what you are here to write. In this
refreshingly holistic book, Julia McCutchen draws on wisdom from
major spiritual traditions and psychological studies, as well as
quantum physics and brain science, to explain that your state of
consciousness determines and shapes the writing you do.

Julia will lead you to shift beyond your everyday self where your
fears and anxieties lie, and will teach you how to:

-Align all aspects of yourself - body, emotions, mind and soul
- to bring your whole self to the creative writing process.

-Connect with your own powerful inner space, called the
Conscious Writing Sanctuary, out of which deep writing flows
freely.

-Effortlessly stand out from the crowd as you express
yourself authentically and creatively as an author.

'I know what it feels like when the words come through me,
rather than from me; where they are my own, yet deeper; when
the art of writing starts surprising you. Julia'sConscious Writing

reveals how to reach the inner state, which is outside space and
time, to write that way consistently. If you have a message to
share, read this book!' Mike Dooley,New York Times bestselling
author

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Julia McCutchen is an author, intuitive coach and mentor, and the 
founder and creative director of the International Association of 
Conscious & Creative Writers (IACCW). A former publisher of 
books on spiritual and personal development (Element and 
Random House), Julia teaches a holistic approach to writing that 
combines the inner journey of self-realisation with the practical 
steps required for authentic self-expression. 

Website: www.iaccw.com

Conscious Writing
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Promotion

- Facebook: 157,155
- Twitter: 589K
- Thedailylove.com has over 200,000 email subscribers.
- Mastin currently has scheduled speaking engagements in
London and Germany. (www.thedailylove.com/events).

Growing into Grace

Mastin Kipp
_____________________________________________________________________

When Mastin Kipp found himself at rock bottom-addicted to drugs
and parties, living in the tiny pool house of his ex-girlfriend's
parents, jobless, and with nowhere to go-he looked to the divine
for help. What he found moved him from a life filled with the
excesses of Hollywood-as a manager in the music industry-to one
powered by self-acceptance and service. To spread the love
beyond his personal circle, Mastin started his Twitter account,
@TheDailyLove (now with more than half a million followers), and
his popular website, TheDailyLove.com, which features writers
from many walks of life-from Russell Simmons to Wayne W. Dyer.

Now Mastin has written a book based on his spiritual experiences
in order to help other young seekers discover their own paths. In
Daily Love, Mastin shares some of his personal stories of darkness
and light, embracing them all as part of his journey to becoming
who he really is. He also speaks of various spiritual leaders who
have influenced his life, such as Joseph Campbell, Caroline Myss,
Tony Robbins, George Lucas, Oprah, his parents, and Jenna (his
girlfriend). Giving details about the concepts and spiritual
principles they put forth, he shows how these people have helped
to guide him to success.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Mastin Kipp is the founder of TheDailyLove.com-a website, daily
e-mail, and twitter account that serves soulful inspiration to a
new generation. Started as a feed of quotes sent to Mastin's
friends, The Daily Love shot to fame after a tweet from Kim
Kardashian. And a love monster was born. Hosting Mastin on her
weekly show Super Soul Sunday, Oprah dubbed him an "up and
coming thought leader of the next generation of spiritual
thinkers." Both an honor and a mouthful. Mastin's mission is to
reconnect people with what makes them happy. Happy people
make better choices, and better choices make for a better planet.
Mastin completed the 200 hour Yogaworks teacher training in
2013 and is a certified yoga teacher.

Daily Love
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The Life and Teachings of Peter Deunov

edited by David Lorimer
_____________________________________________________________________

Peter Deunov (Beinsa Dounov), who lived in Bulgaria from 1864
to 1944, was a great and inspired teacher of the Perennial
Wisdom - the essential thread of truth running through all the
major world religions. He was an extraordinary man who at once
embodied great simplicity and tremendous profundity. All those
who knew him testified to the fact that he inspired inner
excellence in very ordinary people. His teachings are both direct
and clear, and will speak to everybody whatever their creed.
Essentially they give a prescription for living in harmony with
others, with the Earth and with the Divine.

Prophet for Our Times is being brought back into print
following Dr Wayne D. Dyer's desire to share the work of the
philosopher who greatly influenced him. This selection of
teachings makes ideal reading for anyone on the spiritual path. It
explains simply and directly how to find love, wisdom, truth,
justice, harmony and balance in life. It also gives advice on
techniques of prayer, meditation and visualization, and valuable
information on right diet and exercise to assist inner focus and
clarity. Peter Deunov's wise words will speak to everyone, and will
have special appeal to those searching for an authentic spiritual
tradition of Western origin.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

David Lorimer, who compiled and edited this book, is a writer,
lecturer, editor and educationalist. David was a teacher of
philosophy and modern languages at Winchester College, and is
the author and editor of twelve books.

Prophet for Our Times
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Promotion

Endorsements: Caroline Myss, Doreen Virtue, Deepak
Chopra
Mailing lists: 75,000
Blogs: Judith is a blogger for the Elephant Journal,
Huffington Post, Psychology Today, Om Times.
Advertising avenues: Natural Awakenings, Yoga journal,
Light Connection in SD, Awareness magazine in LA, Science
of Mind magazine, Daily Word
Speaking Engagements: She has one speaking engagement
every couple of months for 2015.
PR Agencies: Cathy Lewis – C.S. Lewis & Co. Publicists
Media Experience: National and regional TV, radio,
magazines and newspaper exposure, including the Today
show, CNN, Forbes, O the Oprah Magazine, and USA Today.
For a complete list, go to http://www.drjudithorloff.
com/press-room.htm
Books Published Internationally: Her books have been
translated into 23 languages including in UK (Hay House
and Random House), Spain, Germany, Brazil, Israel

Judith Orloff
_____________________________________________________________________

These soothing meditations will allow you to experience the
power of letting go. In our busy world, it is so easy to become
tense, clenched, overwhelmed, and anxious. Surrender is a
spiritual devotional practice that connects you to the magic of
universal flow. This program will teach you how to blend with this
flow for your highest well-being and let go of stress, overthinking,
and fear by tuning in to the deepest calm within yourself.

Sit back and relax as Dr. Judith Orloff guides you to release any
obstacles hindering your relationships, success, and health so you
can be fully open to abundance in all areas of your life. The more
you can surrender, the more intuitive, openhearted, powerful,
and blissful you will feel. This CD will take you on a mini-vacation
from stress and negative thoughts so that you can return to life
replenished, with renewed wonder and awe.

Meditations include: Surrender Stress; Surrender to Your
Intuition; Surrender to Spirit; Surrender Fear and Worry,
Embrace Inner Calm; Surrender to Success and Abundance;
Surrender to Your Soul Mate; Surrender to Wonder, Awe, and
Bliss

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Judith Orloff, M.D ., is author of the national bestseller The 
Ecstasy of Surrender: 12 Surprising Ways Letting Go Can 
Empower Your Life, upon which this CD program is based. She is 
an Assistant Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at UCLA, an intuitive 
healer, and an international workshop leader. Dr. Orloff 
synthesizes the pearls of traditional medicine with cutting-edge 
knowledge of intuition, energy, and spirituality. She passionately 
believes that the future of medicine involves integrating all this 
wisdom toachieve emotional freedom and total wellness.To learn 
more about the power of surrender, Dr. Orloff's workshops, and 
her online intuition course with Hay House, visit 
www. drjudithorloff.com.

Meditations to Experience the
Ecstasy of Surrender
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Promotion

- We can count on Kris to plan a major launch.
- Kris's e-mail list: 250K+
- Facebook: 262,197
- Twitter: 107K
- Instagram: 48.3K
- YouTube: 22,014
- Kris has been an active participant in the Hay House World
Summit and I Can Do It events.

Kris Carr
_____________________________________________________________________

Kris Carr'sCrazy Sexy Juice is a completely original, up-to-date,
and colorful (of course!) guide to the wonderful world of fruit and
vegetable elixirs. 100+ all-new recipes-developed especially for
this book-contain superpowers ranging from immunity boosters,
inflammation fighters, happiness helpers, longevity leaders, mood
fixers, and booty enhancers. The all-green healthful tonics and
fruity and refreshing potions are organized by function, including
The Cleansers, The Healers, The Boosters, and The Beautifiers.
Fiber-rich superfood smoothies are likewise categorized, as star
pH Warriors, Body Boosters, Age Defiers, and Superheroes. A
section on Nut Milks helps you get your protein power on.

Not only are there enough recipes to keep your juicer and blender
busy through every season, but Kris also addresses every concern
you may have about juicing and blending. From selecting the
right equipment for your needs and budget, to choosing and
storing the most nutritious produce, she takes you through every
aspect of the process-and helps make it a habit that sticks for life.

Whether you're an old pro at making liquid magic or if you're just
starting out, you will experience juicing and blending as a fun and
delicious journey into the healing powers of fresh, raw fruits and
vegetables, as well as nuts and seeds.

Here's what else you can expect from this essential, concise
(crazy, sexy) reference:
- Flavor combinations that tantalize your palate
- Tips for blending and juicing on the go
- Handy lists of helpful kitchen tools
- The 411 on alkalinity and why it's important
- A pick of the crop nutrient guide
- Handy substitutions for food sensitivities
- Hints on handling mental and emotional hurdles that come with
change
- Plus an easy 3-day cleanse and so much more

Drink your veggies. Change your life. Join Kris Carr on yet 
another adventure in health, happiness, and the delicious 
food that can make a powerful impact on your overall vitality. 
Cheers!

Crazy Sexy Juice

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Kris Carr is a multi-week New York Times best-selling author 
and health advocate. She is the subject and director of the 
documentary Crazy Sexy Cancer, which aired on TLC and OWN: 
The Oprah Winfrey Network. Kris is also the author of the 
groundbreaking Crazy Sexy Cancer book series. Her motto: 
Make juice not war! Visit: kriscarr.com
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Promotion

The new season of Iyanla: Fix My Life launched on May 10.

Iyanla will be the second Oprah e-course offering in
September/October 2014, and the topic will be forgiveness.
It is being constructed along the lines of Brené Brown's
hugely successful, two-part course The Gifts of
Imperfection. However, it will have a much stronger video
component.

Fall 2014, Iyanla is going to be on the road with Oprah and
other thought leaders for the 'Oprah's The Life You Want'
eight-city tour, which begins in Atlanta on September 5th.
Also planned major social media campaign utilizing Iyanla's
significant Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram presence.
Online contests targeted in Iyanla's major Fix My Life
markets.

Mastering the 4 Essential Trusts: Trust in God,
Trust in Yourself, Trust in Others, Trust in Life

Iyanla Vanzant
_____________________________________________________________________

"You just can't trust anyone!" seems to be a constant refrain in
modern life. Why is learning to trust one of life's most difficult
lessons? "It's because trust is not a verb," says Iyanla Vanzant ,
"it's a noun. Trust is a state of mind and a state of being."

In this wise book, the New York Times best-selling author
and host of OWN's Iyanla Fix My Life reveals how to cultivate this
liberating power by exploring what trust really is, how to trust,
and why to trust. Iyanla outlines the special rewards that come
from mastering the four essential trusts: trust in yourself, trust in
God, trust in others, and trust in life. And she challenges us to
see how these abilities are actually deeply interconnected.

Too often our fear of whether or not we can really trust an
individual or an institution and what they represent erodes our
confidence and damages our relationships. When trust is broken
or there is a betrayal, it can bring us face-to-face with our
shadow, revealing that someone has failed to live up to our
expectations and thus "outs" our hidden beliefs. "You never get
what you ask for, you always get what you expect," says Iyanla.
When someone betrays our trust, it reveals the high price paid for
self-deception and disconnection.

Through powerful real-life stories and practical healing
prescriptions, Trust demonstrates how honest communication,
consistency, and cooperation can be antidotes to hidden self-
destructive behaviors and revitalize our lives with increased
authenticity, greater resilience, and unshakable peace of mind.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

From welfare mother to New York Times best-selling author, from 
the Brooklyn projects to Emmy Award winner, from broken pieces 
to peace, Iyanla Vanzant is one of the country's most prolific 
writers and public speakers; and among the most influential, 
socially engaged, and acclaimed spiritual life coaches of our time. 
Host and producer of the breakout hit Iyanla: Fix My Life on 
OWN, Iyanla Vanzant's focus on faith, empowerment, and loving 
relationships has inspired millions around the world.

Trust
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Promotion

- Mailing to a list of 2.5 million through Amare, the
Hendrickses' marketing company, which markets them
under the brand Hearts In Harmony (Amare's other brands
include Christian Carter of Catch Him & Keep Him)
- 85,000 Facebook followers
- 15,000 following Gay on Twitter

How to Create Thriving Relationships at Midlife
and Beyond

Gay Hendricks and Kathlyn Hendricks
_____________________________________________________________________

More than 20 years ago, Gay and Kathlyn Hendricks's Conscious
Loving changed the landscape of relationships with strategies for
building a vital and lasting connection with a partner-and went on
to become a modern classic. Now Gay and Katie have written a
guide for conscious loving in the second half of life, designed to
help us tap into the unlimited possibilities for intimacy and
vibrancy in relationships from our mid-40s through our elder
years.

Midlife is a time, Gay and Katie explain, when we face a choice:
to fold in on ourselves, staying settled in old routines and fixed
beliefs, or to expand outward toward new horizons. With candor
and compassion (and plenty of humor), they walk readers
through the steps on that expansive path, exploring how the work
we do to revitalize an existing relationship or form a new one is
closely tied to the work of awakening our own creative essence.
Drawing on their experiments in the living laboratory" of their
own relationship as well as stories from their clients, they offer
breakthrough insights and practices to help us:

- Take blame and criticism out of our communications with those 
we love
- Use "presencing" to tap into the flow of intimacy in every 
moment
- Learn how to cope when relationships are touched by death and 
loss
- Have the best sex of our lives
Written for those who are partnered as well as those who are 
single, and addressing same-sex as well as heterosexual 
relationships, Conscious Loving Ever After lights our way through 
the layers of unconscious relating that so many of us are caught 
in. From a set of powerful Fear Melters to a Ten-Minute Stuff Talk 
and a Ten-Minute Heart Talk, here are the tools we need to 
transform our relationships so we're not just surviving but 
thriving in our full capacity for love.

Conscious Loving Ever After

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Kathlyn and Gay Hendricks are pioneers in the fields of conscious 
relationships and body-mind vibrance and the authors of more 
than 30 books, including bestsellers such as Conscious Loving, 
The Big Leap, and Five Wishes. During the past 30 years they 
have appeared on hundreds of radio and television shows and 
networks, including Oprah, CNN, CNBC, and CBS's 48 Hours. In 
1989 they founded The Hendricks Institute, which offers seminars 
annually in North America, Asia, and Europe. 

Website: www.hendricks.com.
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Promotion

- Facebook: 93,170
- Twitter: 17.7K
- YouTube: 19,456
- E-mail list: 24,865
- Bruce has several speaking engagements lined up and
travels the world regularly.

Bruce H. Lipton
_____________________________________________________________________

This 10th-anniversary edition of Bruce Lipton's best-selling book
The Biology of Belief will be updated to bolster the book's central
premise with the latest scientific discoveries-and there have been
a lot in the last decade.

The Biology of Belief is a groundbreaking work in the field of new
biology. Former medical school professor and research scientist
Bruce H. Lipton, Ph.D., presents his experiments, and those of
other leading-edge scientists, which examine in great detail the
mechanisms by which cells receive and process information. The
implications of this research radically change our understanding
of life, showing that genes and DNA do not control our biology;
instead, DNA is controlled by signals from outside the cell,
including the energetic messages emanating from our positive
and negative thoughts. This profoundly hopeful synthesis of the
latest and best research in cell biology and quantum physics has
been hailed as a major breakthrough, showing that our bodies
can be changed as we retrain our thinking.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Bruce H. Lipton, Ph.D ., cell biologist and lecturer, is an 
internationally recognized leader in bridging science and spirit. 
Bruce was on the faculty of the University of Wisconsin's School 
of Medicine and later performed groundbreaking stem-cell 
research at Stanford University. He is the best-selling author of 
The Biology of Belief, The Honeymoon Effect, and Spontaneous 
Evolution. In 2009, Bruce received the prestigious Goi Peace 
Award (Japan) in honor of his scientific contribution to world 
harmony. 

Website: www.brucelipton.com

Biology of Belief 10th
Anniversary Edition
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Promotion

- Almost 20,000 followers on Google+, with 1.3 million
views
- Possible mailing using mailing lists of Gopi's colleagues
and connections

edited by Gopi Kallayil
_____________________________________________________________________

The Internet has become humanity's invisible central nervous
system, connecting us at the speed of thought. More people today
have access to mobile phones than have access to clean drinking
water. Yet the most important technology is still the one within
us: our brain, body, and consciousness.

A fast-paced career in the high-tech industry combined with a
deep yoga and meditation practice has allowed Gopi Kallayil-
Google's Chief Evangelist for Brand Marketing and one of the
leading voices encouraging yoga and mindfulness in the
workplace today-to integrate his inner and outer technologies to a
remarkable degree. Wisdom from his yoga mat and meditation
cushion guides his professional career, and his work life provides
the perfect classroom to deepen his wisdom practice. The
Internet to the Inner-Net guides readers to do the same. In some
three dozen essays, Gopi shares his experiments in conscious
living and offers insight, inspiration, and rituals-such as yoga,
mindful eating, and even napping-to help us access and transform
our own inner worlds.

If you're looking for grounded spiritual advice that just might
simultaneously help you become more creative, adaptable,
resilient, or enthusiastic, you've come to the right place. Like a
user's manual for the technology within, the book is organized
into five parts:
- Log In-mindful ways of connecting and engaging
- Defragment Your Disk-tools for clearing out what doesn't serve
you in order to make space for what does
- Optimize Your System-instructions for fine-tuning your priorities
and doing the work of day-to-day life
- I'm Feeling Lucky-strategies for trusting the universe
- Thank You for Coming-a reminder to live with gratitude

From "Be the Bison," which shows us how to lean in to our most 
challenging situations, to "Getting to the Next Ridge," which 
proposes a way of moving forward even when we can't see the 
journey's end, each chapter lays out reflections, practices, and 
habits of mind that all of us can use to live with more purpose, 
fulfillment, and joy.

The Internet to the Inner-Net

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Gopi Kallayil is Chief Evangelist for Brand Marketing at Google, 
working with Google's sales teams and customers to help grow 
customer brands through digital marketing. An avid yoga 
practitioner, triathlete, global traveler, and Burning Man 
devotee, he has spoken at TEDx, Renaissance Weekend, The 
World Peace Festival, and Wisdom 2.0. He hosts a TV program 
on cable and YouTube called Change Makers. Learn more at 
www.kallayil.com.
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Promotion

- Julie will market the book to her 9,000 Facebook followers,
17,000 Instagram followers, and 7,000 Twitter followers.
- Julie will be working with a US publicist as well as
promoting the book in PR for the Bravo TV show she stars
in, Ladies of London.

Simple Rules on How to Eat for Pleasure,
Energy, and Amazing Health

Julie Montagu
_____________________________________________________________________

Eating healthy doesn't have to be complicated or confusing. But
somewhere along the way, even
the most health-conscious of us can become overwhelmed by the
endless information and
advice available to us and feel tempted to give up. The Flexi
Foodie takes things back to basics,
and guides you to make simple but positive dietary choices that
will increase your intake of the
five healthy food groups that are most important for keeping your
brain and body balanced and
happy:
- Green leafy vegetables
- Whole grains
- Healthy fats
- Natural sweeteners
- Superfoods
Julie introduces you to the superheroes in each of these different
food groups, shares the best
ways to prepare them, explains their nutritional benefits, and
then provides a variety of
imaginative and delicious ways to include these foods in your diet
every day. As you start to fill
your plate with these vibrant, plant-based foods, you'll
automatically crowd out the bad stuff -
like saturated fat and cholesterol - and give your body more of
the good stuff - like vitamins,
mineral and fiber - offering you boundless energy and glowing
health. You can have it all and
feel great all day long, you just need to give your body the food it
needs and craves. It really is
that simple!

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Julie Montagu is a yoga and nutrition teacher at London's top studios, 
star of the recent US Bravo show Ladies of London, the brains behind 
the new online nutrition course the Flexi Foodie
Academy, and creator of her own range of energy snacks. Married with 
four children, she is surely one of only very few people whose natural 
body clock and zest for life habitually propel her out of bed after just six 
hours of sleep. 

Website: www.juliemontagu.com

The Flexi Foodie
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Promotion

- Intended audience: women over 40
- Jorge has been a contributor to the Costco Connection,
Huffington Post, and First for Women Magazine
- Jorge has connections to many television shows, including
The Dr. Oz Show, Steve Harvey, Good Morning America, the
Today show, The Rachael Ray Show

Reverse 10 years in one week with the FAT-
MELTING CARB SWAP

Jorge Cruise
_____________________________________________________________________

For years, experts have told you that if you want to look and feel
younger, you must resort to surgeries, creams, or expensive
vitamins. Others have told you to simply give up. They were
WRONG. The solution is a diet that avoids hidden sugar and is
rich in antioxidants. This easy guide makes anti-aging effortless
and affordable. It includes more than 300 options customized for
carb lovers, chicken and seafood fans, meat lovers, vegans, and
vegetarians. Get ready for a fresh start to your life!

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Jorge Cruise is the #1 New York Times best-selling author of over
20 diet and fitness books in over 16 languages. He is a
contributor to The Dr. Oz Show, Steve Harvey, Good Morning

America, the Today show, The Rachael Ray Show, Huffington
Post, First for Women Magazine, and the Costco Connection.

The Aging Cure
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

- Sandy will market the book to his email list of 8,000+ and
will run a targeted promotional campaign across his social
media accounts:
Facebook (author fanpage and Mind Detox
Academy):11,000; Twitter:1,200
- Sandy will host an online summit with a selection of
bestselling authors and experts in the fields of health and
wellbeing around the launch of Body Calm in October. The
featured experts will announce the book's release to their
lists.
- Sandy will offer online bonuses to anyone who pre-orders
or buys Body Calm.
- Sandy is speaking at I Can Do It in London in September
2015.
- Sandy's new television series, 30 Days to Change Your Life
is due to be aired in 2015.

The Powerful Meditation Technique that Helps
Your Body Heal

Sandy C. Newbigging
_____________________________________________________________________

Welcome to the self-healing meditation technique that your body
has been waiting for.Body Calm introduces you to a powerful new
way to meditate that harnesses the mind-body connection to help
your body heal. From the creator of the widely used Mind Calm,
Sandy C. Newbigging, this transformational technique gives your
body the rest it needs to recover while giving you greater
harmony within your heart, mind, body, and soul. Discover:

- the research that proves meditation is essential for self-healing,
staying healthy and even living longer
- the eight most common causes of bad health
- quick-start cures for lowering stress and increasing serenity
- Sandy's five comprehensive directories listing physical
conditions and their mind-based causes

Introducing the Body Calm Meditation technique for daily practice
and the Embodying Exercise for resolving specific issues, this
book shows that you truly do have the power to enjoy a calmer
mind and a condition-free body - and that achieving this really
can be easy!

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Sandy Newbigging is the creator and trainer of the Mind Calm 
Meditation and the Mind Detox Method, and the bestselling author 
of four books, includingMind Calm:The Modern-Day Meditation 
Technique that Gives You 'Peace with Mind'. He has been tipped 
as one of the most effective meditation trainers and holistic 
therapists to emerge in this decade, and has won numerous 
awards for his speaking and training. Sandy runs residential 
retreats internationally and trains practitioners via his academy. 

Website: www.sandynewbigging.com

Body Calm
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

- Inclusion in Heal Your Life and Present Moments
newsletters; Facebook push on HH, Heal Your Life, and
Louise pages; posts on HH, Heal Your Life, and Louise
websites

Thoughts & Food-The Ultimate Diet

Louise Hay, Ahlea Khadro and Heather Dane
_____________________________________________________________________

For decades, best-selling author Louise Hay has transformed
people's lives by teaching them to let go of limiting beliefs. Now
in this tour de force, Louise teams up with her go-to natural
health and nutrition experts, Ahlea Khadro and Heather Dane , to
reveal the other side of her secret to health, happiness, and
longevity: living a nutrient-rich life.

Unlike any health book you've ever read, this work
transcends fads, trends, and dogma to bring you a simple yet
profound system to heal your body, mind, and spirit that is as
gentle as changing the way you think. Louise, Ahlea, and Heather
show you how to take your health, your moods, and your energy
to the next level.

In Loving Yourself to Great Health, you will; tap into the
secrets Louise has used for decades to supercharge the
effectiveness of affirmations and bring your body back into
alignment with your mind;  discover what nutrition really means
and how to cut through the confusion about which diets really
work; learn to hear the stories your body is eager to reveal; and
uncover techniques for longevity, vitality, good moods, deep
intuition, and for meeting your body's unique healing needs at all
stages of life.

At 88 years of age, Louise has much wisdom to share
about what it takes to live a long, happy, healthy life. We invite
you to join us on an amazing journey that will turn your life into
your greatest love story.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Louise Hay, the author of the international bestseller You Can 
Heal Your Life, is a metaphysical lecturer and teacher with more 
than 40 million books sold worldwide. For more than 30 years, 
Louise has helped people throughout the world discover and 
implement the full potential of their own creative powers for 
personal growth and self-healing. Louise is the founder and 
chairman of Hay House, Inc., which disseminates books, CDs, 
DVDs, and other products that contribute to the healing of the 
planet. Visit www.LouiseHay.com 

Robert Holden, Ph.D., is the creator of the Loveability program. 
His work on psychology and spirituality has been featured on 
Oprah, Good Morning America, and a PBS special called "Shift 
Happens." He was also featured in two major BBC-TV 
documentaries, The Happiness Formula and How to Be Happy. 
His corporate clients include Dove and its Campaign for Real 
Beauty. For information, visit www.robertholden.org.

Loving Yourself to Great
Health
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

Intended audience: A demographic study of author's typical 
audience via focus groups (done by Vivian Glick) revealed 
that he has nearly a 50-50 balance of men and women 
attending his programs, the bulk of them in age range 
between late 40s and mid-60s
E-mail lists: ~30,000; Social Media: ~561,000 followers on 
Facebook; Twitter: ~81,500
Speaking Engagements: On the road for keynotes / lectures 
/ seminars / workshops approximately two times each 
month and currently booked into the Spring of 2016. 
Radio: Stations include Coast-to-Coast AM (a strong 
relationship with C2C originally with Art Bell and now 
George Noory and his producers), WOR AM New York (with 
Joey Reynolds), KCMO Kansas City, Missouri, The Oprah 
Radio Network (OWN), Gary Null (WBAI New York), David 
Essel Live (syndicated on iHeart Radio), and many AM and 
FM Stations throughout the US, Australia, and Europe.
TV: Past features in TV and media specials on the History 
Channel, The Discovery Channel, National Geographic, ABC 
and NBC, and various talk TV formats (George Noory etc). 
Sets up media week of radio interviews approximately once 
per month (depending upon schedules).

The Power to Thrive in Life's Extremes

Gregg Braden
_____________________________________________________________________

In this compelling revised edition of his book The Turning
Point, best-selling author and visionary Gregg Braden merges his
expertise in leading-edge science with present-day realities to
reveal the strategies for embracing stressful change in our lives.
This updated edition contains an all-new chapter not included in
the original release, featuring material on the surprising discovery
of brain-like cells- sensory neurites -located within the human
heart, and the role they play in creating personal resilience. The
powerful heart-brain connection made possible by these cells is
now recognized as a portal to the deepest levels of our intuition,
as well as a gateway to the subconscious mind.

This book gets to the heart of the fundamental question you
have no doubt asked yourself in the face of the complexities and
challenges of the modern world: How do I make everyday life

better for myself and my family? Through his skillful synthesis of
easy-to-understand science and real-life circumstances, Gregg
uniquely provides the answer, describing:

- State-of-the-art discoveries that are the key to embracing big
change in a healthy way
- The three shifts that will transform the way you think of your
career, lifestyle, and finances
- The simple strategies of heart-based resilience that you can
learn and use immediately for optimal health in our stressful
world
- A template of strategies for resilient living for your family and
community . . . and much more.

Gregg is an optimist, as well as a realist. His lifetime of work 
with indigenous cultures, combined with his scholarship in science 
and ancient traditions, gives him reason to believe in our ability to 
transform in a healthy way. To get to that point, however, we 
must be honest with ourselves. When the facts are clear, our 
choices become obvious and something beautiful happens. And 
it's the power of this simple truth that is the basis for Resilience 
from the Heart . Join Gregg on this intimate journey as he unlocks 
the mystery of the world's extremes . . . to reveal the power to 
thrive in life!

Resilience from the Heart

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

New York Times best-selling author and geologist Gregg Braden 
is internationally renowned as a pioneer in bridging science and 
indigenous knowledge to create real-world solutions for today.  
For three decades, Gregg has explored high mountain villages, 
remote monasteries, and forgotten texts to merge their wisdom 
with the best science of our time. Based in New Mexico, Gregg 
has shared his discoveries with Fortune 500 companies, the 
United Nations, mainstream universities, and audiences 
throughout the world. 

Website: www.greggbraden.com
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____________________________________________________________

Promotion

- Alternatives will push out to their email lists of 40,000 and
to their social media following:
11,000 Facebook fans, 7000 Twitter followers and 4000
Instagram followers.
- Mary is an experienced speaker and workshop leader and
will be promoting the book at all of her speaking events, as
well as delivering promotional talks sharing its message and
lessons.
- Through her work with Alternatives, Mary has great
connections with numerous well-known mind, body, spirit
authors, who will be pushing out for her to help get visibility
for this book.

9 Questions That Saved My Life

Mary Daniels
_____________________________________________________________________

Wild Awakening: 9 Questions that Saved my Life is an uplifting
and moving story of how a series of events culminated in a single
defining moment that changed a young mother's life forever.
Standing on Tower bridge, holding her baby, ready to jump, was
Mary Daniels' darkest moment. This book tells the story of what
happened next, the journey to 'self' that she never saw coming
and the discovery of nine simple, yet powerful questions that
truly saved her life.

An inspiring speaker, powerful storyteller and original 'wild
woman', Mary reveals 9 powerful questions that not only saved
her life, but have gone on to become a transformative process for
so many others. Whether you are new to the world of personal
growth or looking to deepen your spiritual journey, this process
has an amazing way of meeting you where you are at, and
naturally guiding you to where you want to be. All it takes is 9
minutes each morning. This is the ideal guide forreal people,
living real lives, who are looking for a 'doable' daily practice for
lasting change.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

With a natural ability to transform every challenging situation into 
a triumph, Mary Daniels has spent most of her adult life working 
with vulnerable people in the community, including in prisons, 
young offenders' units, schools, women's centers and inner city 
charities. She has been invited to work with leading companies 
including JP Morgan and the International Dermal Institute, and 
has won awards for her mentoring. Mary hopes her quest to 
continue 'waking up' will inspire others to join her in courageously 
embracing the life they were born to live. 

Website: www.alternatives.org. uk

Wild Awakening
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Promotion

- Facebook: 34,832
- Twitter: 20.9K
- Amazon Vine would be a good option to get the word out
about this book.

Healthy Eating, Green Groceries, and the
Return of the American Family Farm

Tim Ryan
_____________________________________________________________________

We Americans love our food. It's part of what has made this
nation great. Our fertile farmlands and the abundance and variety
of our agricultural output are the envy of the world. For most of
our history, we lived close to the land, food was accessed locally,
and we processed it in our own kitchens. But as our population
and economy has boomed in the last century and we
concentrated in cities, we industrialized our food system-with
food coming far from home and processed multiple times. As
foods rich in natural taste declined, we relied on high amounts of
added sugar, fat, and salt to entice our palates. And it has taken
a toll: our soil is polluted, our practices are unsustainable, and
our health problems, including everything from allergy-related
disease to obesity, are on the rise. This has all contributed to
historic levels of heart disease, stroke, diabetes, and other causes
of preventable death.

The good news is that people are starting to find solutions.
They're voting with their pocketbooks for a new kind of food
system-family farm, 21st-century style. Suburban and urban
moms (and dads) want to know what's in their food and where it
comes from. No more snack packs, Ding Dongs, and soda for
lunch. This revolution is not only in how people eat, but also in
how they grow, distribute, shop for, and prepare food. And the
food is better tasting, better looking, and better for you.

The Real Food Revolution by Congressman Tim Ryan is a 
manifesto for this new food movement. In it, readers will find 
information on:
- The history and current state of our food systems
- Myriad negative impacts of our present food practices on our 
health and our planet
- Pros and cons of the current farm bill and what changes could 
help restore our nation
- What's happening both at the national and local levels
- How people can get involved, with actionable steps at the end of 
each chapter

This is a non-partisan, good-news message that will inform, 
inspire, and help readers around the country get involved. The 
era of the Twinkie and the hot-dog-stuffed-crust pizza has been 
fun, but now it's time for a change.

The Real Food Revolution
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Promotion

Author's monthly column, "From the Heart," is syndicated in
magazines.
Intended audience: Those who are already studying A
Course in Miracles, or are curious about it; or who do not
wish to study the whole course, but wish to learn its truths
and bring them to life in daily experience.
Endorsements: Robert Holden, Tom Carpenter, Marianne
Williamson, Jon Mundy
Advertising: www.acim.org, www.miraclecenter.org, www.
miracles-course.org
Mailing lists: about 13k
PR Agencies: Solters-Digney, L.A.
International Experience: Books published in 24 languages,
more countries: http://www.alancohen.com/online-
store/foreign-titles/

Alan Cohen
_____________________________________________________________________

A Course in Miracles (ACIM)-the self-study spiritual-thought
system that teaches the way to love and forgiveness-has
captured the minds and hearts of millions of people, and delivered
inner peace where fear and pain once prevailed. Its universal
message is unsurpassed in its power to heal. Yet many students
report that they have difficulty grasping the principles, or
encounter resistance to the lessons. So, even while they yearn for
the spiritual freedom the Course offers, they put the book aside,
hoping one day to get to it.

Alan Cohen, ACIM student and teacher for over 30 years, takes
the Big Picture ideas of the Course and brings them down to earth
in practical, easy-to-understand lessons with plenty of real-life
examples and applications. A Course in Miracles Made Easy is the
Rosetta stone that will render the Course understandable and
relatable; and, most importantly, generate practical, healing
results in the lives of students. This unique reader-friendly guide
will serve longtime students of the Course, as well as those
seeking to acquaint themselves with the program.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Alan Cohen is the author of 24 popular inspirational books, 
including the bestseller A Deep Breath of Life. He is a contributing 
writer for the #1 New York Times best-selling series Chicken 
Soup for the Soul, and his work has been featured on Oprah.com 
and in 101 Top Experts. Alan's monthly column, "From the 
Heart," appears in magazines internationally, and he hosts the 
lively talk show Get Real on HayHouseRadio.com®. Alan's books 
(which have been translated into 24 different languages) and 
seminars have touched the lives of millions who have found the 
courage to believe in themselves and follow their dreams. 

Website: www.AlanCohen.com

A Course in Miracles Made
Easy
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Promotion

- Facebook: 36,992
- Twitter: 4,662
- This book will be marketed in much the same way The
Tapping Solution was using the extensive Tapping Solution
network-email blasts, website posting, etc.
- Jessica will relaunch the 7-week Weight and Loss Body
Confidence program (http://thetappingsolution.com/weight-
loss/members/) through Facebook. Over 3,000 women have
gone through the course.

A Woman's Guide to Stressing Less, Weighing
Less, and Loving More

Jessica Ortner, foreword by Christiane Northrup
_____________________________________________________________________

Many women live their lives believing that they can't ask for what
they want until they change something they're unhappy with. No
promotion until they get new skills. No relationship until they
establish their career. No fulfillment until they find love. One of
the most common conditions women place on themselves is
weight loss-no love until they lose weight, no sex until they lose
weight, no happiness until they lose weight. But Jessica Ortner,
co-producer of the highly successful documentary on meridian
tapping, The Tapping Solution, offers women a better choice. Why
not lose the weight and create the life you've always dreamt of?

As a culture obsessed with weight loss, we all know the latest
fads that claim to help us drop pounds instantly. What often isn't
discussed is the science behind the issue and how learning to deal
with stress can promote and accelerate weight loss. Not only does
stress create an overabundance of cortisol that is directly related
to abdominal obesity, it also impacts behavior, supporting bad
habits, including using food to deal with difficult emotions and
painful situations.

In this groundbreaking book, Jessica uses tapping to help tackle
the stress that leads to weight gain-including the personal
stresses of low self-esteem and a lack of confidence. Using her
own struggles with weight loss, along with success stories of
some of the thousands of women she's worked with, Jessica
walks readers through the process of discovering their personal
power and self-worth.

Her program is based on extensive research into the benefits and 
success of tapping and the hormones involved in stress and 
weight gain. In this book she guides readers through a proven 
process of overcoming their dependency on food. She covers 
everything from the emotional aspects of overeating and 
cravings, to how to find joy in exercise, the power of pleasure, 
and how our families and friends may inadvertently add to the 
problem.

With hope, heart, humor, and science, Jessica weaves a path to a 
happy, healthy life full of confidence and joy.

The Tapping Solution for
Weight Loss & Body
Confidence
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Promotion

- Esther offers Law of Attraction workshops across the
United States at the rate of 2-3 per month.
- She has two upcoming Vortex of Attraction cruises in
2015: a 7-night Alaskan cruise and 12-night Australian
cruise.

Esther Hicks and Jerry Hicks
_____________________________________________________________________

Book Description: The Essential Law of Attraction Collection is the
perfect read for those who want to deepen their understanding of
the Teachings of Abraham, as well as anyone who would like to
have three wonderful books by Esther and Jerry together in one
special edition!
- The Law of Attraction presents the powerful basics of the
original Teachings of Abraham®. You've most likely heard the
saying 'Like attracts like,' and although the Law of Attraction has
been alluded to by some of the greatest teachers in history, it has
never been explained in as clear and practical terms as it is in
these pages.
- Money, and the Law of Attraction shines a spotlight on two
subjects troubling many people today: money and physical
health. This book was written to deliberately align you with the
most powerful law in the universe - the Law of Attraction - so that
you can make it work specifically for you, no matter what your
life experience may be.
- The Vortex will help you understand every relationship you are
currently involved in or have ever experienced. It uncovers a
myriad of false premises that are at the heart of every
uncomfortable relationship issue, and guides you to a clear
understanding of the creative Vortex that has already assembled
the relationships that you have desired.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

#1 New York Times best-selling authors Esther and Jerry Hicks
have been producing the Leading Edge Abraham-Hicks teachings
since 1986. In November 2011, Jerry made his transition into
Non-Physical, and now Esther continues to conduct the Abraham
seminars with the help of her physical friends and co-workers
and, of course, with the Non-Physical help of Abraham and Jerry.

Their internationally acclaimed website is: 
www.abraham-hicks. com.

The Essential Law of
Attraction Collection
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Vianna Stibal
_____________________________________________________________________

First developed twenty years ago by Vianna Stibal,
ThetaHealing is essentially applied quantum physics. Using a
theta brain wave, which until now was believed to be accessible
only in deep sleep or yogi-level meditation, the practitioner is
able to connect with the energy of All That Is - the energy in
everything - to witness healings of the physical body, and to
identify and change limiting beliefs. This book is for those who
have already started to experience the magic of this energy
healing modality, and wish to deepen their understanding of the
Seven Planes of Existence - the philosophy behind the creation of
ThetaHealing.

Vianna presents exciting new information to help you take your
skill with this work to the next level, and brings the reader into
dimensions that she believes to be the beginnings of life itself, on
a journey that leads outward, past the universe, to transform
beliefs, showing that with a theta state of mind it is possible to
connect to a Divine Energy before it becomes anything in this
universe.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Vianna Stibal is the creator of the powerful energy healing 
technique, ThetaHealing. An artist, writer, teacher, and intuitive 
reader, she is based in Idaho Falls. Vianna is committed to 
spreading her healing paradigm throughout the world and has 
trained teachers and practitioners working in more than 25 
countries. She conducts seminars worldwide to teach people of all 
races, beliefs and religions about ThetaHealing. 

Website: www. thetahealing.com

ThetaHealing Seven Planes of
Existence
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Promotion

Marketing Ideas:
- Solo e-mail to Doreen list of 75K
- Solo e-mail to previous buyers of her products, events, 
etc., with retailer "buy" links
- Inclusion in Heal Your Life newsletter (22K) and Present 
Moments newsletter
- Spot ads on Doreen's Hay House Radio show and 2-minute 
"Inspirational Moments" radio ads
- Social media posts on author Facebook page, HH page, 
Heal Your Life page

A 78-Card Deck and Guidebook

Doreen Virtue and Radleigh Valentine
_____________________________________________________________________

The fairies are magical Earth Angels who help you fulfill your
earthly needs. Combined with tarot-a time-honored system to get
detailed accurate answers to life questions-they bring you the
best of both worlds! In the Fairy Tarot Cards, Doreen Virtue and
Radleigh Valentine (the best-selling authors of Angel Tarot
Cards ) focus upon manifestation of the supply and support you
need to move forward with your life purpose, make healthful
changes, adjust your priorities, provide for your family, and bring
healing to the planet. The practical wisdom of the fairies,
inscribed on each of the 78 cards and explained in the
accompanying guidebook, will help you put your life on the fast
track of Divine magic!

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Doreen Virtue is a best-selling author and doctor of psychology
who works with the angelic realm. She has appeared on Oprah,
The View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other programs; she
presents workshops around the world; and she has a call-in talk
show on HayHouseRadio.com®.

Radleigh Valentine is the best-selling co-author (with Doreen) of
Angel Tarot Cards, Archangel Power Tarot Cards, Guardian Angel
Tarot Cards, and The Big Book of Angel Tarot. He presents
workshops around the world and hosts a weekly radio show.

Fairy Tarot Cards
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Dawson Church
_____________________________________________________________________

Relationships can be heaven - or hell. They can take us to the
most sublime and happy states, or trap us in endless cycles of
misery. Dawson Church has been dedicated for many years to
helping people shift their relationships to create warm and deep
emotional intimacy. As a scientific researcher, he's investigated
which techniques really work to truly make love flourish. These
tools, like mindfulness, EFT tapping, and heart coherence, are
surprisingly quick and easy to learn, yet produce profound
relationship shifts. In this book, he's explains how our hormones
and biology drive our behavior, and actually sabotage long-term
relationships despite our best intentions. He then guides you into
creating deep and lasting change. If you're ready for a radically
different experience, and a whole new relationship future, this
book is for you.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Dawson Church, PhD, has successfully coached thousands of
people to fulfilling and rewarding relationships. He created an
online program called Tapping Deep Intimacy which teaches
leading-edge and science-based relationship tools. He is an
award-winning author whose best-selling book, The Genie in Your
Genes, has been hailed as a breakthrough in the field of
epigenetics. He has conducted many clinical trials, with a focus on
the remarkable self-healing mechanisms now emerging at the
intersection of emotion and gene expression. He applies these
breakthroughs to health and athletic performance through EFT
Universe.com, which is one of the largest alternative medicine
sites on the web. He was educated at Baylor University and Holos
University, where he earned his doctorate under the tuition of
Harvard-trained neurosurgeon Norm Shealy, MD, PhD.

EFT for Love Relationships
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Promotion

- E-mail list: 40K+
- Facebook: 155,952
- Twitter: 60.4K
- YouTube: 217,204
- Tara is an active participant in the HH World Summit and I
Can Do It events.

More Than 100 Simple, Healthy Recipes
Inspired by Family and Friends Around the
World

Tara Stiles
_____________________________________________________________________

You know that old saying If you can eat, you can cook? I truly
believe that. I also believe that if you can imagine, you can
create. That's what making your own rules in the kitchen is about.
That's what this book is about. It's about you. It's about the food
you eat. It's about what you choose to put in your body on any
given day. It's about how easy it is to have a life in the kitchen
that doesn't take over your life elsewhere. It's also about having
fun. So, are you in or are you out?"

In Make Your Own Rules Cookbook, Strala Yoga founder, fashion
designer, and entrepreneur Tara Stiles presents more than 100
mouthwatering recipes inspired by her international travels, her
Midwestern roots, and her daily life in NYC. Offering up a
delightful helping of plant-based meals, juices, smoothies, salads,
sides, and desserts, she shares healthy spins on not-sohealthy
classics, including such dishes as Spaghetti Uh-Ohs, Fit Elvis, and
Twinkie Cake.

Tara prides herself on making healthy living easy and effortless
for all people, and this cookbook holds the same philosophy. With
full-color photos throughout, the Make Your Own Rules Cookbook
takes you by the hand and shows you how fun it can be to make
your own rules in the kitchen.
"

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Tara is the founder and owner ofáStrala, the movement-based 
system that ignites freedom. Strala's flagship studio is located in 
SOHO, NYC, with several franchises opening globally in early 
2014. Stiles partners with Sports Club LA, making Strala classes 
the first branded yoga program to be available at a major gym 
chain. Tara is the designer and face of Reebok's first yoga 
lifestyle range. Tara brings the Strala program to Reebok 
Instructors globally. Tara has a custom labeled Tara Stiles' 
street wear collection with Wool and the Gang. She is the author 
of two top selling books:Slim Calm Sexy Yoga and Yoga Cures 
(which has been translated and published in 5 languages) and 
she has created several DVD series collaborations with Jane 
Fonda, Deepak Chopra, Tia Mowry, Brooklyn Decker and ELLE 
Magazine. Tara has been profiled by The New York Times, Times 
of India, The Times (UK), and Sweeden's Dagens Nyheter, and 
featured in most major national and international magazines. 
Find her at: http://tarastiles.com/.

Make Your Own Rules
Cookbook
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Promotion

Intended audience: those suffering from chronic pain or who
know someone who is. This book is for people who do not
want to use harsh medicines to control their pain and are
looking for a more natural way.
- Solo e-mail to Doreen list of 75K
- Solo e-mail to previous buyers of her products, events,
etc., with retailer "buy" links
- Inclusion in Heal Your Life newsletter (22K) and Present
Moments newsletter
- Spot ads on Doreen's Hay House Radio show and 2-minute
"Inspirational Moments" radio ads
- Social media posts on author Facebook page, HH page,
Heal Your Life page

Natural and Spiritual Solutions to Eliminate
Physical Pain

Doreen Virtue and Robert Reeves
_____________________________________________________________________

You don't have to suffer with chronic or acute pain! With a
spiritual healing approach, combined with natural remedies, you
can reduce or eliminate physical discomfort. Doreen Virtue and
Robert Reeves, N.D. (a successful Australian naturopath), share
their approach in an easy-to-follow way so that you can enjoy life
again. Don't allow pain to hold you back any longer. Instead,
choose to evict it from your body and live pain-free.

This book contains detailed guidelines for healing and includes
scientific research, as well as case studies. Learn which methods
may be best for you, and how to feel better without the need for
harsh chemical drugs or surgery. Underneath your pain is a
perfectly comfortable, healthy body. Within these pages you will
uncover how to reveal it and ease pain naturally.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Doreen Virtue is a best-selling author and doctor of psychology
who works with the angelic realm. She has appeared on Oprah,
The View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other programs; she
presents workshops around the world; and she has a call-in talk
show on HayHouseRadio.com®.

Robert Reeves is an accredited naturopath who blends his herbal 
medicine and nutrition training with his psychic and mediumship 
abilities. He has a strong connection to the angels and to the 
natural world, believing that nature holds Divine healing 
properties. Robert gives self-help workshops, writes magazine 
articles, and has been featured on international radio programs. 
He owns and runs a successful natural-therapies clinic in 
Australia, which he began when he was 17 years old. He has also 
developed a range of vibrational essences that focus on crystal 
and angel energy, and which are currently available as aura 
sprays. Robert is co-author, with Doreen Virtue, of Flower 
Therapy: Welcome the Angels of Nature into Your Life. 

Website: www.RobertReeves.com.au

Living Pain-Free
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Promotion

- Medical Medium's Facebook following of more than
630,000 is rapidly growing-Anthony anticipates having one
million followers by pub date
- The Facebook community is also highly engaged: one post
in February 2014 was shared more than 225,000 times, and
there are typically between 150,000 and 350,000 people
"talking" about the page at any given time
- E-mail list of nearly 50,000 names

Secrets Behind Chronic and Mystery Illness and
How to Finally Heal

Anthony William
_____________________________________________________________________

If you were ill and doctors couldn't help you, would you have 20

years to wait before medical science discovered the true cause of

your suffering and the way to get better? What would it be worth

if someone else were able to help you recover and heal-now?

Anthony William, the one and only Medical Medium®, has helped
tens of thousands of people heal from ailments that have been
misdiagnosed or wrongly treated or have baffled medical
communities. He's accomplished all this by listening to a divine
voice-called Spirit of the Most High-that literally speaks into his
ear, telling him what is at the root of people's pain or illness and
what they need to do to restore their health.

Anthony has been called the Edgar Cayce of our time. He's also
been compared to Padre Pio. What he does is several decades
ahead of scientific discovery. His methods achieve spectacular
results, even for those who have spent years and many
thousands of dollars on all realms of medicine before turning to
him. Now, in this revolutionary book, he gives readers access to
all that he has learned in over 25 years of bringing people's lives
back: a massive amount of healing information, much of which
has never appeared anywhere before.

Medical Medium reveals the root causes of diseases that medical 
communities either misunderstand or fail to understand at all, 
conditions that wreak havoc with the lives of countless people 
around the world. And it explores all-natural solutions-not merely 
relief of symptoms, but critical information that can address core 
causes and completely restore a person's health-for dozens of the 
illnesses that plague us, including Lyme disease, diabetes, 
adrenal fatigue, Candida, chronic fatiguesyndrome, lupus, 
multiple sclerosis, anxiety, depression, ADHD and OCD, 
rheumatoid arthritis, fibromyalgia, shingles, and leaky gut 
syndrome. Beyond the body, Anthony brings his wisdom to bear 
on soul, heart, and spirit as well, offering readers unique insights 
on how to find inner peace and live longer, healthier, richer lives.

Medical Medium

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Anthony William was born with the unique ability to converse 
with a top-level spirit who provides him with extraordinarily 
accurate health information that's often far ahead of its time. His 
unprecedented accuracy and success rate have earned him the 
trust and love of thousands worldwide, among them movie stars, 
rock stars, billionaires, best-selling authors. Anthony has also 
become an invaluable resource to doctors who need help solving 
their most difficult cases.

Website: www.medicalmedium.com.
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Promotion

- Michelle will be marketing this book to her email list of
7,000 and her 3,000 + Facebook fans and at all her
speaking events.
- This series has just launched in January 2015. As more
and more titles are released, there will be a big campaign
rolled out to the mailing lists and social profiles of all
authors involved, which means it will be promoted across
numerous email databases and social media accounts.
- Specially commissioned free, practical introductory videos
to promote each title and the series as a whole are being
developed.
- Big push-out on social media featuring Q and A sessions
with authors, shareable infographics, and video content.
- A series of affordable online courses is also being
developed by Hay House to complement the books.

Discover Your Future, Life Purpose and Destiny
from Your Birth Date and Name

Michelle Buchanan
_____________________________________________________________________

Discover the fascinating metaphysical system of numerology, and
how it can support you to understand yourself better and make
the right choices for you in every area of your life.
This book explores:
- how numerology can help you
- how to read a chart
- your personality numbers - your Life Path, Destiny, Soul and
Birth Day numbers - and what they all mean!
- your forecasting numbers and how you can use them to look at
the year ahead and the energies it holds for you
Hay House Basics is a new series that features world-class
experts sharing their knowledge on the topics that matter most
for improving your life.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Michelle Buchanan is a numerologist, speaker, teacher and writer 
who has studied numerology for more than 20 years. She is the 
author of the Hay House title The Numerology Guidebook and the 
creator of Numerology Guidance Cards. Michelle provides 
personal readings, workshops and seminars to clients all over the 
world. She is also a talented singer/songwriter and dedicated 
mother of two based in Auckland, New Zealand. 

Website: www. michellebuchanan.co.nz

Numerology
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Promotion

Marketing Ideas:
For the Sender: Love Letters from Vietnam will be released 
Nov. 10, 2015, the day before Veteran's Day. The author 
suggests media outlets dealing with PTSD and veterans as a 
great initial place to start. Music periodicals also might be 
interested in the idea of songs about letters in this context. 
Alex will be playing shows all year and featuring the book at 
events.
Intended audience: From the author: "This isn't targeting 
any particular group, although people who are suffering 
from PTSD would make sense as an initial demographic. It's 
not gender/age/religion specific." Also: "veterans, veterans' 
families, current soldiers, fathers, daughters, PTSD 
sufferers, and anyone interested in a story where the truth 
is far more compelling than fiction."
Mailing lists:
- E-mail list: approx. 2,000
- Facebook: about 7,000 followers between two Facebook 
pages. The author expects those numbers to increase as he 
posts songs once a week.
He has received coverage in the past from the Union 
Tribune and other media outlets in San Diego. His last book 
included the story of Loren Nancarrow and his family.
(Nancarrow was a longtime San Diego TV journalist.)
PR Agencies: several, including ShoreFire in NYC and Olive 
PR in San Diego.

Love Letters from Vietnam

Alex Woodard
_____________________________________________________________________

Author and singer-songwriter Alex Woodard embarks on his third
For the Sender book; this one, Love Letters from Vietnam.

A box with Love Letters From Vietnam etched on top holds letters
written from a passionate yet deeply flawed soldier to his wife
decades ago, but stays buried in a closet for years, until the
Vietnam veteran is gunned down in the driveway of the home he
rents for his mistress. As a way to work through her anger and
sense of betrayal, his daughter, Jennifer, opens the box and sorts
through the letters, answering four of them back in time to
Vietnam . . . and then she writes to him in the heaven she hopes
he has now found. She imagines how he would answer these
letters and what kind of fatherly advice he would give as she
continues to process her grief. Jennifer bundles the letters into a
package with no address, because there's nowhere to send them.

Until she is sitting in a theater in Austin, Texas, at a performance
by Alex Woodard and hears him talk about writing songs inspired
by letters. She sends him her package of letters, which launches
Woodard on his own journey of exploring the dichotomy between
dark and light as he imagines himself as Sergeant Fuller at war
and begins to write songs sung from Fuller's heart. Woodard's
quest to learn more about the man and the war he fights both in
Vietnam and back at home leads him on an extraordinary
journey, set against twenty days of nature's fury that destroys
the world around Woodard and almost destroys what he loves the
most.

An album of songs included with the book propels this true story
and features Woodard as Sergeant Fuller and Molly Jenson as
Jennifer, singing songs based on the exchange of letters as a
soundtrack that can hopefully lead to a final, redemptive father-
daughter dance in Jennifer's heart.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

For the Sender

When he's not surfing in a little beach town north of San Diego, 
ALEX WOODARD lives with a big dog and a bigger horse in the 
mountains of Idaho. For further info, visit 
www.AlexWoodard.com.
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Promotion

Intended audience: Fans of the Tao Te Ching; those
interested in Asian studies, spirituality, and mythology, Tao
Chi, Qi Gong, etc. The author anticipates this mass market
version will be used in academic settings for courses in
philosophy, religion, and Asian studies, to name a few.
Mailing lists: Living Tao (www.livingtao.org) – contact:
Chungliang Al Huang, founder
Stillpoint (http://www.carolannwilson.info/stillpoint/index.
html) – contact: Carol Wilson
Endorsements: Chungliang Al Huang, Founder/President of
Living Tao Foundation
Other promotional ideas: From the author: Asian Studies
courses will use it as a text book; I sold some of the
previous edition last fall to Gonzaga U.

Inner Chapters

translated by Jane English and Gia-fu Feng
_____________________________________________________________________

Chuang Tsu: Inner Chapters is a companion volume to Gia-fu
Feng and Jane English 's translation of Tao Te Ching , which has
enjoyed great success since its publication in 1972. This is the
mass market trade version of the 2014 photograph edition.

Very little is known about Chuang Tsu, and that little is
inextricably woven into legend. It is said that he was a
contemporary of Mencius, an official in the Lacquer Garden of
Meng in Honan Province around the 4th century B.C. Chuang Tsu
was to Lao Tsu as Saint Paul was to Jesus and Plato to Socrates;
he was a captivating philosopher who expanded Lao Tsu's
teachings. While the other philosophers were busying themselves
with the practical matters of government and rules of conduct,
Chuang Tsu transcended the whang cheng, the illusory dust of
the world-thus anticipating Zen Buddhism's emphasis on a state
of emptiness or ego transcendence. With humor, imagery, and
fantasy, he captures the depth of Chinese thinking. The seven
"Inner Chapters" presented in this translation are accepted by
scholars as being definitely the work of Chuang Tsu.

This is an updated version of the translation of Chuang Tsu:
Inner Chapters that was originally published in 1974; it includes
an introduction by Tai Ji master Chungliang Al Huang, who has
been highly successful in bringing to the West the wisdom of the
East by teaching Tai Ji, calligraphy, and the Chinese classics
through his Living Tao Foundation.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Jane English, whose photographs form an integral part of the 
2014 trade edition of this book, was born in Boston in 1942. She 
holds a bachelor's degree from Mount Holyoke College and 
received her doctorate from the University of Wisconsin in 
experimental high-energy particle physics in 1970. Her other 
works include Different Doorway: Adventures of a Caesarean 
Born , Fingers Pointing to the Moon , and The Ceremony Cards. 
Her current work may be seen at www.eheart.com.

Gia-fu Feng was born in 1919 in the ancient city of Suzhou. He 
grew up in Shanghai and came to the United States in 1947, 
earning a master's degree in international banking at the 
Wharton School. He taught at Esalen Institute in Big Sur, 
California, and founded Stillpoint Foundation, a Taoist 
community in California and then Colorado, where he lived until 
his death in 1985.

Chuang Tsu
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Promotion

- Social Media: Facebook (55,869): Donna Schwenk's
Cultured Food Life; Twitter (1,623)
- I Can Do It conferences
- Local Presence: TV appearances with two local Kansas City
TV news shows
- Donna has over 29,033 e-mail subscribers to her website.
- Classes and Events: Schwenk offers classes on kefir and
book signings locally.

A Guide to Healing Yourself with Probiotic
Foods Kefir * Kombucha * Cultured Vegetables

Donna Schwenk
_____________________________________________________________________

Donna Schwenk's first book, Cultured Food for Life (2013), told 
the amazing story of how she used the probiotic power of 
fermented foods to heal herself and her family from serious 
illness-and it introduced readers to the basics of preparing and 
using these health-giving foods. Dr. Christiane Northrup called it 
"just what the doctor should be ordering!" Now, Donna returns 
to help us take the next steps in transforming our kitchens and 
our health.

Cultured Food for Health explores the science behind the benefits
of cultured foods and shows how incorporating "The Trilogy"-kefir,
kombucha, and cultured vegetables-into our diet
creates more powerful healing effects than any one of these foods
alone, as the different types of probiotic bacteria work together to
create a healthy gut and a truly healthy life. Donna explains
how cultured foods can be used to address specific ailments-from
IBS and diabetes to allergies, colds, and flu-and teaches us, step
by step, how to prepare these probiotic foods and
easily incorporate them into a daily routine. In a positive and
welcoming voice, she answers the sorts of questions a cultured-
food novice is likely to have (yes, it's really all right to let
vegetables
ferment on the counter for three days!) and offers
troubleshooting tips and clear instructions to support even the
most uncertain home cook. By sharing her own story as well as
real-life stories
from members of her online community, she takes the fear out of
fermentation so that all of us can experience the energy, well-
being, and joy available to us when our bodies are working the
way they're meant to. Includes a vivid color insert with images for
guidance and inspiration.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Cultured Food for Health

Donna Schwenk is the Kansas City Chapter leader for Weston 
Price Foundation, a worldwide organization comprised of people 
dedicated to restoring nutrient dense food to the human diet 
through education, research, and activism. She is teaches 
classes in the Kansas City area to open people's eyes to the 
power of cultured foods, which dramatically changed her health 
and the health of her family when she been making and eating 
them in 2002. She is the founder of www.culturedfoodlife.com.
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Promotion

- Wayne Dyer will support the book and has a reach of 2.2
million Facebook fans.
- Cloris Kylie has interviewed Mary on her talk radio show:
www.blogtalkradio.com/magnificent
- Will be reaching out to NDEstories.org and IANDS.org.
- Will appeal to the large audience interested in self-
realization, channeling/mysticism, energy medicine, and
near-death experiences.

True-Life Experiences of Awakening,
Revelation, and Transformation

Mary Terhune
_____________________________________________________________________

Mary shares her personal journey of spiritual awakening,
mystical encounters, and visions, as well as the universal truths
that were revealed to her in the process. Her spontaneous
awakening began during a life crisis where she received
revelations from Jesus that transformed her conscious awareness,
changing her life forever. A few years later she met a monk and
received a spiritual initiation and a profound experience of self-
realization, along with a message of Divinity for all humankind.
She then had an encounter with death that dispelled all fear of
dying while sitting in meditation at MIT, where she worked. A
decade later Mary had a profound introduction to consciousness
medicine, which expanded her training as a registered nurse into
a different understanding and approach to disease, prevention,
curing, and healing.

Mary's is a message of transformation-she urges us to become
aware of our omniscient essence and paradigm shifts in
preventive and curative medicine as we awaken to consciousness
as the primary force of life. This book inspires every true seeker
to live as an awakened being and a knowledgeable master of
one's own destiny and well-being.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Mary Terhune has been in the healing arts for over 40 years,
journeying from allopathy to homeopathy, body-centered
therapeutic massage, and the realm of Reiki and energy
medicine. She studied at the Renaissance Institute of Classical
Homeopathy and has an RN degree from Holy Name Hospital and
a degree in psychology from Boston College. After practicing
Western allopathic medicine in different settings, she discovered
natural medicine out of the need to heal herself.

Website: www.maryterhune.com

Out of the Blue
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Promotion

Intended audience: From 35 to 55 years of age and mostly 
women
Advertising: Any of the Mind/Body Spiritual publications. Per 
author, NOT to be marketed to Native American 
publications. There is a small, but very vocal group of Native 
Americans that attacks anyone alluding to native traditions 
from a spiritual perspective or new age perspective. They 
can get militant and aggressive. As long as we stay in the 
mind body spirit arena, we will be fine and we will be 
successful.
Mailing lists:
- Mailing list: 12,000
- Facebook followers: 60,000, a very engaged group. Bulletin 
Boards, Blogs, etc.: Denise is in about 100 e-groups (all 
groups of her students) and maybe 20 Facebook groups of 
varying groups of her students. Once in a while she sends 
out a newsletter and can send to these groups.
Speaking Engagements: In the next year, she has one 
Seminar at Sea cruise, three I Can Do Its, one Celebrate 
Your Life event, and intimate nine day retreat courses. 
Media Experience: In the past, author has been on several 
Oprah shows, Lifetime television specials, numerous 
television documentaries and specials, BBC television 
special, NBC, ABC

Sacred Practices for Everyday Life

Denise Linn
_____________________________________________________________________

Kindling the Native Spirit deepens your connection to the
mysterious, natural forces around you. International lecturer and
healer Denise Lin n is an enrolled member of the Cherokee tribe
and has trained with native cultures around the world, including
the Zulu in Africa, the Maori in New Zealand, and the Aborigines
of Australia, as well as Native American tribes in North America.
In this empowering book, Denise shows you how to connect with
your personal Spirit Animal, embark on Spirit Journeys, and
experience Vision Quests. She provides step-by-step instructions
on how to make a drum, a rattle, a dream catcher, and even your
ownmedicine bag. Denise will also help you:
- Learn how to shape-shift
- Unearth secret methods to call upon your ancestors for
assistance and guidance
- Understand little people (fairies) from a native perspective and
find out ways to invite them into your life
- Ignite your ability to "call" animals, plants, and Spirit
- Discover your true name and how to kindle Spirit within you
- Harness the power of the medicine wheel to bring healing and
wholeness
Unlock your inner native spirit, and enter a wondrous realm of
profound visionary experiences!

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Denise Linn is the best-selling author of 18 books, including 
Sacred Space and Soul Coaching®, and an enrolled member of 
the Cherokee tribe. She is an international lecturer, a healer, and 
a popular radio talk-show host, as well as the founder of the 
International Institute of Soul Coaching®, a professional 
certification course. Denise holds seminars on six continents and 
appears on television and radio programs throughout the world. 

Website: www.DeniseLinn.com

Kindling the Native Spirit
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Promotion

Intended audience: From 35 to 55 years of age and mostly 
women.
Advertising: Any of the Mind/Body Spiritual publications. Per 
author, NOT to be marketed to Native American 
publications. There is a small, but very vocal group of 
Native Americans that attacks anyone alluding to native 
traditions from a spiritual perspective or new age 
perspective. They can get militant and aggressive. As long 
as we stay in the mind-body-spirit arena, we will be fine and 
we will be successful.
Mailing lists:
- Mailing list: 12,000
- Facebook followers: 60,000, a very engaged group. 
Bulletin Boards, Blogs, etc.: Denise is in in about 100 e-
groups (all groups of her students) and maybe 20 Facebook 
groups of varying groups of her students. Once in a while 
she sends out a newsletter and can send to these groups. 
Speaking Engagements: In the next year, she has one 
Seminar at Sea cruise, three I Can Do It's, one Celebrate 
Your Life event, and intimate nine-day retreat courses. 
Media Experience: In the past, she has been on several 
Oprah shows, Lifetime television specials, numerous 
television documentaries and specials, BBC television 
special, NBC, ABC

A 44-Card Deck and Guidebook

Denise Linn
_____________________________________________________________________

The Native Spirit Oracle Cards profoundly deepen your connection
to the mysterious, natural forces around you. Created by Denise
Linn, an enrolled member of the Cherokee tribe and the best-
selling author of the books Quest and Kindling the Native Spirit,

this 44-card deck with companion guidebook holds the keys to
unlocking a wondrous realm where you'll discover what destiny
has in store for you.

These oracle cards were birthed at the base of a sacred mountain,
and they carry the mystical energy that surrounded their birthing.
Each card opens a gateway so that you can powerfully and
immediately discern your own unique, secret messages from the
Universe.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Denise Linn is the best-selling author of 18 books, including 
Sacred Space and Soul Coaching ®, and an enrolled member of 
the Cherokee tribe. She is an international lecturer, a healer, and 
a popular radio talk-show host, as well as the founder of the 
International Institute of Soul Coaching®, a professional 
certification course. Denise holds seminars on six continents and 
appears on television and radio programs throughout the world. 

Website: www.DeniseLinn.com

Native Spirit Oracle Cards
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Promotion

Intended audience: Women aged 25-55, of all backgrounds
and interests; anyone who is an underdog or who wants to
be inspired to do something in their life that others tell them
is not possible.
Magazine, Blogs, etc.:
- Co-author, Natasha Stoynoff, will pitch this book to
PEOPLE MAGAZINE, where she used to be a writer on staff.
- The Paralyzed Veterans of America have two publications:
PN magazine, which is free to all of its PVA members and
spouses; and Spokes, which is a paid subscription to all
people with spinal cord injuries, veterans and non-veterans.
The Disabled American Veterans have a publication, DAV
magazine, which reaches all members of the DAV and
veterans of all different disabilities.
- Serena Dyer, who is a friend of Dana's and daughter of
Wayne, will post a blog about Falling Up on her Facebook
page; Hay House authors Dr. Bruce Lipton, Scarlett Lewis,
and Kate Mackinnon have agreed to promote book on their
websites; the literary website, Blue Stocking Salon, has
asked Dana to speak for them once it is published; award-
winning author Caro Ness, a friend living in England, will
promote.
Advertising: Because Dana's story is very "human interest"
and not a specific how-to book, it would appeal and be
effective to most of the media across the board.

My Wild Ride from Victim to Kick-Ass Victor

Dana Liesegang, foreword by Wayne Dyer,
contributions by Natasha Stoynoff
_____________________________________________________________________

Sometimes an unexpected fall can lead a person to reach for
magnificent heights.

Dana Liesegang was a lively, athletic, 19-year-old engineman
in the U.S. Navy when she was sexually assaulted by a fellow
sailor, thrown off a cliff, and left for dead. She survived-but woke
up in a hospital hours later paralyzed from the neck down, with
doctors giving no hope for recovery.

They underestimated the spirit and stubbornness of their
patient. InFalling Up: My Wild Ride from Victim to Kick-Ass Victor,

Dana recounts her agonizing and sometimes comical struggle
from total dependence to doing the "impossible"-walking again. In
the process, she learns the importance of forgiveness, discovers
the awe-inspiring power of belief and perseverance, and
transforms herself from silent victim to outspoken advocate and
inspiration for people everywhere.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Dana Liesegang is a certified life coach and expert in spinal cord
injury recovery. When she's not traveling the world as a
motivational speaker, she's taking university classes and hanging
out with friends and the love of her life, Jack (a yellow lab), in a
quaint little town in Colorado. She enjoys every minute of the life
she has created in the now. Website: www.danaliesegangbook.
com

Natasha Stoynoff is aNew York Times best-selling author with a
dozen books to her credit. She lives in New York City, where she
writes books and screenplays, interviews the occasional celebrity,
and eats too much chocolate.

Falling Up
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Promotion

Marketing Plan:
- Facebook: 116,758
- Twitter: 5,163
YouTube subscribers: 10,604

Len Lucero, illustrated by Penny Weber,
contributions by Kristina Tracy
_____________________________________________________________________

Chris P. Bacon is one remarkable pig. Born with malformed hind
legs, he was taken to a veterinarian to be euthanized-but luckily,
that vet was Len Lucero, who saw that the little guy was special.
Chris P. went home with Dr. Len and within a matter of weeks
became an Internet sensation and a media darling, winning
thousands of hearts all over the world. Before long, he was a
famous author, too!

In Chris P.'s first two books, Chris P. Bacon . . . My Life So Far
and How to Roll Like Chris P. Bacon, readers watched him treat
his pals to ice cream cones, decorate the barn for a hoedown,
bake a batch of Pigs in Mud cookies, and much more. Now he's
back-and it's his birthday! He is turning two, and, boy, is he
excited. He can't wait for a day full of fun, friends, and family
(and grapes and Cheerios, of course!). Follow Chris on his big
day, starting with his morning rounds on the farm, where he
shares his contagious happiness with all of his friends. Watch him
prepare for his big party, and finally join him in the celebration
and see what his furry and human friends have to say about
Chris's first two years as everyone's favorite Pig on Wheels!

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Len Lucero, D.V.M. , is a veterinarian who lives in Sumterville,
Florida, with his wife, Shawna, and their two children, Ashley and
Gabriel. Growing up on a small ranch in New Mexico, Len always
loved animals and dreamed of becoming a veterinarian. His
dream came true, and he
now owns and operates Sumter Mobile Veterinary Services and
takes care of animals both large and small. One of those small
animals came into his life to stay-and that is his little friend and
companion Chris P. Bacon.

Kristina Tracy is the proud mom of two kids, Ava and Dane. 
Besides writing, her favorite things to do include riding her horse, 
remodeling, gardening, and reading. She spends her time in San 
Diego and Summerland, California. She is the author of nine 
children's books, written in collaboration with the best-selling 
authors Louise Hay, Deepak Chopra, Christiane Northrup, M.D., 
Dr. Wayne W. Dyer, and Doreen Virtue.

Penny Weber has been illustrating professionally since 2007, but 
she has been drawing for as long as she can remember. She 
loves enlisting her children and family members to model for her 
paintings. She lives on Long Island in New York with her three 
children and her husband and their very, very large cat named 
Tiger.

Happy Birthday, Chris P.
Bacon
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Promotion

- Solo e-mails to HH list of 600,000
- Inclusion in Heal Your Life and Present Moments
newsletters
- Facebook push on HH, Heal Your Life, and Dyer pages, for
total reach of 5M
- Paid promoted posts
- Incentives for purchasing pre-launch and launch
- Posts on HH, Heal Your Life, and Dyer website

Children's Astounding Recollections of the Time
Before They Came to Earth

Wayne Dyer and Dee Garnes
_____________________________________________________________________

Nineteenth-century British poet William Wordsworth expressed
the idea that we gradually lose our intimate knowledge of heaven
as we grow up, observing that "our birth is but a sleep and a
forgetting" of our previous heavenly existence.

Dr. Wayne W. Dyer and co-author Dee Garnes had often talked
about how the ones who know the most about God are those who
have just recently been wrapped in the arms of the Divine, our
infants and toddlers. In fact, Dee had an interaction with her own
young son that convinced her of this. Curious about this
phenomenon, Wayne and Dee decided to issue an invitation to
parents all over the world to share their experiences. The
overwhelming response they received prompted them to put
together this book, which includes the most interesting and
illuminating of these stories in which very young children speak
about their remembrances before they were born.

It seems that infants and toddlers often arrive here with
memories of their lifetimes in the spirit world and frequently
provide evidence of this to their immediate families. They tell of
dialogues with God, give evidence that they themselves had a
hand in picking their own parents, speak about long-deceased
family members they knew while in the dimension of Spirit, verify
past-life recollections, and speak eloquently and accurately of a
kind of Divine love that exists beyond this physicalrealm-and
even of times when telepathic communication took place, as well
as the ability to decide just when they would come here to Earth.

This fascinating book encourages parents and grandparents to
take a much more active role in communicating with their new
arrivals . . . and to realize that there is far more to this earthly
experience than what we perceive with our five senses.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Memories of Heaven

Dr. Wayne W. Dyer is an internationally renowned author and 
speaker in the field of self-development. He's the author of 
more than 40 books, has created numerous audio programs 
and videos, and has appeared on thousands of television and 
radio shows. Wayne holds a doctorate in educational 
counseling from Wayne State University and was an associate 
professor at St. John's University in New York. 

Website: www.DrWayneDyer.com
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Promotion

- One million followers on Twitter
- More than 110,000 followers on Facebook
- More than 15,000 views on YouTube
- Marketing opportunities through Paul's talk show on Hulu,
where he interviews the likes of Ryan Seacrest, Rachael
Ray, and Harvey Weinstein
- Paul's extensive media connections and many celebrity
clients offer huge opportunities to spread the word

Paul McKenna
_____________________________________________________________________

Emotional eating is the number-one cause of obesity in the
Western world. In a society that fails to meet our human needs,
millions of people medicate themselves with second-best
solutions-drinking, drugs, shopping, and the Western drug of
choice: eating. But Paul McKenna has cracked the code!

"Just when I thought there was nothing more to learn about
weight loss, I have discovered the most amazing breakthrough
ever," says Dr. McKenna. "It's the fastest, safest, most powerful
way ever to change the systemic imbalances that cause
overeating. This breakthrough will change what you eat, improve
how you feel, and massively increase your success in every area
of your life."

This amazing new system gets beneath the issue of weight loss to
eradicate the root cause of overeating. The program in this book,
with downloadable video and audio NLP and guided hypnosis
techniques, brings about dynamic, lasting change-a gentle
breakthrough that transforms your body, your relationship to
food, and your entire life one day at a time to bring you freedom,
success, and a sense of security and joy that is currently beyond
what you can imagine.

Paul McKenna can help overweight people escape from the
unsatisfying cycle of frustration and self-medication with food. He
can help them find the inner strength to feel confident and happy
so they can stop being taken advantage of by the hate-your-body
diet industry and feel an inner sense of peace, comfort, and
control even in the most challenging situations.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Paul McKenna, Ph.D., is described by Ryan Seacrest as "a cross 
between the Dr. Phil and Tony Robbins of Britain." Recently 
named by theLondon Times as one of the world's leading and 
most important modern gurus, alongside Nelson Mandela and the 
Dalai Lama, he is Britain's best-selling nonfiction author, selling 
8,000 books a week in 35 countries-a total of 8 million books in 
the last decade. He has worked his unique brand of personal 
transformation with Hollywood movie stars, Olympic gold 
medalists, rock stars, leading business achievers, and royalty. 
Over the past 20 years, Paul McKenna has helped millions of 
people successfully quit smoking, lose weight, overcome 
insomnia, eliminate stress, and increase self-confidence. Dr. 
McKenna has appeared onThe Dr. Oz Show, Good Morning 
America,The Ellen DeGeneres Show,Rachael Ray, Anderson Live, 
and The Early Show. 

Freedom from Emotional
Eating
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Promotion

Marketing Ideas:
Intended audience: Fans of E-Squared and E-Cubed; a
younger demographic who don't have the patience to read
entire books.
Colette:
- E-mail: 62K
- Facebook: 66K followers
- Twitter: 21K followers
Pam:
- E-mail: around 12K and growing daily
Speaking Engagements:
- Switzerland end of February
- I Can Do It! Denver April
- Omega Institute, early June
- Silver Linings Authors Cruise, June 21-28
- I Can Do It! Orlando

A 52-Card Deck and Guidebook to Manifest
Your Dreams

Pam Grout
_____________________________________________________________________

What if Spirit, God, Quantum Fred, the Dude, or whatever
name you choose to call the big Intelligence that breathes life
throughout the cosmos could talk to you? Wouldn't you just love
knowing that this Almighty Energy force can offer quick advice
every time you need it?

Introducing The Oracle of E, the magical oracle card deck
cooked up by Pam Grout , #1 New York Times best-selling author
of E-Squared and E-Cubed, and internationally renowned intuitive
Colette Baron-Reid , author of Wisdom of the Oracle Divination
Cards. Tried-and-true, uncanny, humorous, and always accurate,
this 52-card deck with accompanying guidebook delivers snappy,
sassy answers that will not only show you how to create your own
reality, but will keep you on track while doing it. Like a universal
GPS, The Oracle of E reflects where you currently stand, points
where you need to go, and gives insight and guidance to get you
there in a style befitting the rock star you are!

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Pam Grout is the #1 New York Times best-selling author of 17
books, three plays, a television series, and two iPhone apps. She
writes for People magazine, CNNgo.com, The Huffington Post, and
her travel blog, www.georgeclooneyslepthere.com. Find out more
about Pam and her out-of-the-box take on life on her website:
www.pamgrout.com.

The Oracle of E
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Promotion

- Brian offers workshops across the US and internationally,
with 14 upcoming in 2015.
- Author has been a guest on Super Soul Sunday, The
Oprah Winfrey Show, Coast to Coast AM, The Aware Show,
and Larry King Live.

Brian L Weiss
_____________________________________________________________________

Eliminating Stress, Finding Inner Peace is an important step on
the healing journey. Stress kills-there's no doubt. It eats away at
you, affecting your level of happiness, as well as your stomach
lining. It raises your blood pressure and directly harms your
cardiovascular system. It depresses your immune system and
allows chronic illnesses to overwhelm you-causing pain, disability,
and even death. Basically, stress prevents you from experiencing
life's many pleasures.

Stress is a mental state that can cause severe negative emotional
and physical consequences. It can be entirely eliminated, or at
least greatly lessened, by adjusting our understanding and
attitudes, and by learning simple, yet very effective, relaxation
techniques.

This book, with its accompanying stress-reduction audio
download, will help you deeply relax. It will enable you to release
the acute and chronic tension you constantly carry in your body
and mind. It can also help you remove the blocks and obstacles
to your inner peace and contentment, and prevent stress-related
illness and disease.

To heal yourself in this manner is an act of self-love, because
you're taking the time and expending the energy to work on
yourself physically and emotionally, thereby bringing more joy
into your life. You'll find that regular practice with the audio will
produce profound, long-lasting results.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Brian L. Weiss, M.D., is America's leading authority on past-life 
regression therapy. A graduate of Columbia University and Yale 
School of Medicine, he is the author of multiple books, including 
the New York Times bestseller Many Lives, Many Masters. 

Website: www.brianweiss.com

Eliminating Stress, Finding
Inner Peace
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Promotion

- Solo e-mail to Doreen list of 75K
- Solo e-mail to previous buyers of her products, events,
etc., with retailer "buy" links
- Inclusion in Heal Your Life newsletter (22K) and Present
Moments newsletter
- Spot ads on Doreen's Hay House Radio show and 2-minute
"Inspirational Moments" radio ads
- Social media posts on author Facebook page, HH page,
Heal Your Life page

Doreen Virtue
_____________________________________________________________________

Archangel Gabriel is the beloved angel who announced, "Behold, I
bring you good tidings of great joy!" Gabriel continues to bring us
all joyful messages, in addition to supporting human messengers
such as writers, artists, craftspeople, musicians, teachers,
journalists, and more. Gabriel also brings happy announcements
and support to parents and those who care for children.

In this beautiful 44-card oracle deck by Doreen Virtue, you'll
receive nurturing, encouraging, and supportive messages related
to your creative and teaching work, as well as your work with
children. Each card features a gorgeous image of Archangel
Gabriel, along with a positive message. The accompanying
guidebook teaches you how to give yourself and others an
accurate Angel Card Reading, and explains the expanded meaning
of each card.

_____________________________________________________________________

Author Bio

Doreen Virtue is a best-selling author and doctor of psychology
who works with the angelic realm. She has appeared on Oprah,
The View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other programs; she
presents workshops around the world; and she has a call-in talk
show on HayHouseRadio.com®.

Archangel Gabriel Oracle
Cards
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